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Julian Goodman at J.C. OCT 2 91976 
Head,. of NoBo Co -Cites Restrrictred Electidi'tS{Jgv@rage 
P.:,;i,.,-:1·,.,,.,J 
• '--'I....: ....... , s --
of political strength. ded for the 1960 Kennedy-Nixon B~ Jon-Choate 
NBCBoard chairman Julian 
Goodman called for the elimina-
tion of the FCC's equal time 
provision in an address given last 
Friday in I.C.'s Walter Ford 
Hall'. 
Section 315 
Focasing rr ~inly on Section 
315_ of. the Communication Act, 
he related it to the role of 
television in the 1976 election. 
According to Goodman, Section 
315 is hampering coverage of the 
election by requiring that, out-
side of regularly ·scheduled news 
programs, equal time must be 
given to all candid~tes regardless : 
To more accurately cover debates, making then "a high-
the candidates, he said, the equal water mark for television's effec-
time provision of Section 315 liveness in helping the nation 
must be eliminated. Goodman choose its political leadership." 
expresse~ doubt that Congress Those debates drew 135 million 
would vote for such an action, viewers and the turnout on 
stating:"Since the practical ElectionDay set an all-time high. 
effect of 315 generally is to limit The problem with this year's 
exposure of all candidates, for all presidential and vice-presiden-
offices, we come up to :). dassic tial debates, according to Good-
Catch-22 situation. The uncum- man, is that the FCC ruled that 
bent member of Congress is they must be held in the context 
reluctant to vote for something-- of a news event, staged by an 
in this case, the elimination of organization other than the 
the equal time requirement--that media. Goodman was critical of 
would allow his opposition to the FCC's ruling, stating that "if 
get wider attention." the 1976 debated are news 
Goodman pointed out that events, they should be televised 
equal time provision was suspen- as news, by news professionals. 
. ·~~· ' 
Otherwise the whole principle of 
independent journalisn is in 
jeopardy." 
Citing the League of Women 
voters' sponcorship of the 
debates, Goodman noted that 
"the problem really goes beyond 
the debates. What is more 
important is that our reporting 
on the entire esectoral process is 
hampered. The result has been a 
lack of dimension in the 
campaign coverage down the 
line, from the first New Hamp-
shire' primary ·to the eve of 
l'lection day." 
When rules and formulas are 
imposed on news coverage, then 
the public is deprived of "constit-
utional right," according to the 
NBC head. "Who loses? The 
public loses the opportunity to 
know about the contenders for 
their votes.·· 
Goodman summed up the 
Photo by Frank Sellers Bombers score upset [see page 12] 
Julian Goodman makes a point. Photo by Jim Reis 
efforts and overall role of NBC · nalists havl' had the freedon for 
coveragl' of the 1976 election 
when he indicated that "despite 
restrict.ions, we've tried to do 
our best.·· 
In a question-and-answer 
period that followed, Goodman 
was asked several times about 
thl• network coverage of Eugene 
McCarthy's presidential cam -
paign. Goodman responded by 
150 years. 
Goodman also touched on 
the recl'nt move by Barbara 
Walters to the Evening News of 
rival ABC.He said ABC's boost is 
due to the attraction of viewers 
who do not normally tune into 
network news. He supported this 
by noting the stability of the 
NRC and CBS network news 
indicating that further exposure ratings since the appearence of 
of McCarthy was prohibited by · Walters. 
the equal time provision, hut At an afternoon seminar for 
that the former Minnesota sena- communil'ations and politics 
tor has recieved "sizable cover-
agl··· already. 
When questioned, Goodman 
Pxpressed a need for equal 
frel'dom for both the newpaper 
and electronic press. He refuted 
contetentions that freedon for 
the Plectronic press would be 
harmful, saying that print jour-
majors Goodman announced that 
NBC had decided not to expand 
the half hour nightly news 
program. Ile said that network 
alTiliations would prefer to de-
vote the extra tome to local news 
covnage, and that he had no idea 
what the other networks were 
planning in this area. 
Cornell Students Mourn Loss of Self .. Governance 
Rally Attacks -Trustees' Negative Attitude 
By Mark Engstrom Cornell governance structure. 
Spl'Cifically, the students were 
To the solemn beat of a protpsting the Board:s refusal to 
drum they marched, robed in allow student representation on 
black and bearing a coffin. It was I hP Presidential Search Commit-
not a person they--mourned, but tl'l', a proposal to strip the 
an instil uLion--the institut:on of l 'niver-sity's Senate of its legisla-
,;('lf governance _at Cornell Uni- tiv'p power and reduce it to an 
vt'rsily. advisory body, and the refusal of 
Last Thursday about 40 Lhl' Board to rec_ognize the 
concPrncd Cornell students along <;I ucll•nts' pght to select their 
with a fr•w interested faculty O\\'.n Trustees, which is esta-
nll'mbprs joined this procession, hlish"Pd in the University bylaws. 
and marchl'd from Sib/ey Hall The Senatl' is a governing 
across campus to Willard body composed of students, 
Straight. '.l:he sincerity of their faculty, and staff. Its powers 
mission contrasted sharply to the includl' I he right to establish 
odd looks and occasional laughter committees which can then di-
of thP .hundreds of students who n•cLl.v place members on the 
watchl'd them march by. Board's Pr.esidential Search 
It was .shortly after noon Committee. and appoint "com-
wh(•n they reached the Straight, munity trustee" vacancies on the 
·_and after they had joined forces Hoare!. 
\\ ith a small crowd of students Some of the Senate's accom-
thcre a series of speeches began, plishments in the last seven 
mainly directed at Presiderit yt•ars have included the esta-
Dalt• Corson and the Board of. ·· hlishment of a judicial system, 
Trustees. the t·.lirriinati_?n of ~is~~imiji,~~i~.fi 
At the core of the controver- in · thl', use of caµip.ils_ aUilel.1c· 
sv were a number of -actions and facilities, the , hlickihg of a' 
Photo b11 Robert Nelson 
. statements ori the part of Corson fast-food-franchise in the Willard 
and the Board which indicated a Strai~t, a highly effe~live bottle 
genuine. desire to' .. ~duce the continued on :page 11 
Cornell funeral march at rally for s~hes against 
the board and administration 
amoJJnt o( student ·input-in the 
t_' . 
• • t - • •'•I 1.J, . { If ') 
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Th® ltha<e&111IB 
Tum <q{IDlfur®Il" 
Swine Flu Shot 
Jinf onnatio1Ill 
"Soviet Dissidents on Trial: ByKimHowe 
Question: "Are you pl.anning on receiving the 
swine flu shot?" 
A Lawyer's Perspective" is the 
title of a lecture to be presented 
hy Yuri Luryi, a former Lenin-
grad attorney. He will speak 
tonight at 7:30 pm in Textor 103 
on the Ithaca College campus. 
In August, a survey was 
conducted at IC by the Health 
r,enter to get an estimation as to 
how many students planned on 
n,cciving the swine flu vaccin-
ation - 2.500 students from the 
dorm<; said they had planned on 
taking the shot. Now, amid ,the 
controversy surrounding the 
:,,\1ine flu inoculation, there may 
By Kim Howe 
Photos by Linda Stewart 
Luryi was defense counsel in 
a number of political trials. 
Among his more famous clients 
was Edward Kuznetsov, the 
alleged leader of the "Jewish 
llijacking" of 1970. That trial 
helped focus world attention on 
the plight of Jews seeking to 
IPave Russia. He has also 
advised Soviet authors writing 
ahout political subjects, defend-
Pd individuals accused of heing 
mentally unstable and in need of 
institutionalization, and was re-
ffUPst.ed by the defendents to 
handle• many cases of a politically 
:-.t-nsilive nature. 
Dave Rei[f '77 business. 
I'm allergic to eggs." 
"No. 
Heide Brown, '77, drama. "No, I 
don't think I'll get it because of 
all the controversy linked to it." 
ltick Miner '77 TV-R. "Yes. I 
hPlic•vl· in innoculation hecause 
!'vi' ~otlt'n llu shots in the past 
and t hPy've• worked.'" 
Renee Rakowsky '77, business. 
"No, I don't want my hair to fall 
out and I don't like taking 
chances with bad odds." 
. He is currently a visiting 
l1·llo\\, at the Centre of Criminol-
ogy of the University of Toronto 
and has lectured widely through-
out I.he- l lnited Statc-s and 
Canada. llis visit. l.o Ithaca 
Colh•gp is hPing sponsored hy thP 
Poli I ic:s Oc•parl.ment. t.hc• Stu-
dc•nl /\clivit.il's Roard and t.he 
Ithacan. 
United W~y 
Continues 
Growth 
Registration 
lis A Succes© 
The New York Student 
Voter Registration Drive was an 
outstanding success, registering 
over 100,000 new student voters 
this September. But if students 
are to have any impact on the 
political process, voter registra-
tion is only the forst step. 
Students must vote on Novem-
ber 2nd in order to have their 
views counted. 
Many students who register 
- ed by mail in September have 
not recieved a buff-colored card 
from their county board of 
elections confirming their regis-
tration. All students who recent-
ly registered and did not recieve 
this card should immediatly call 
their county board of elections. 
Also , equally important, many 
students in New York State must 
vote by absentee ballot, a 
The Tomkins County United complicated procedure which 
Way campaign continues to causes many students to lose the 
.lay Stephan '79 undec. "No. I · h grow. At the second report rig t to vo~e. The deadline for 
have second thoughts about it. t b r h d t b d th· session Barlow Ware Campaign coun Y oards of election to 
I 
vte l leha_r k __ oL'o mandytha mgs Chairman, reported' reaching receive completed official applica 
,u · m I s goo e govern-. - , f ,f b ·t b II · 
. t - . d · -, th"· .. - - - , · · ~48',014; or 48:'3 f)er-cent of Hie , , :· 10l)S, or a sen ee a ots 1s 
rm n is omg 18· $721,000 goal. Moriday, October 25th. · Any · 
·. · This is.a 2fper cent-i{lcreilse. · student .wJ10· ·needs ·to: vote by 
Jill 1..oewentheil '78, psych. "No. 
I SI'!' no rc•al need for it. and I 
don"t. spc• it as a big enoug~' 
prohlc•m.'" 1 \ 
over the · amount ·rep_orted· last abse_ntce bal~ot and has not yet 
year at this time and an increase apph~d to his county Board of 
of 1,243 in pledges. Elections should immediately do 
Ware said: "There are som~ so, by telephone_ifpossible .. Also, 
r~ally bright spots showing up students who hav! r_eques~ed 
i.y1th big increases though it is abse_ntee ballot appbcat1on forms 
too early to make any predic- and , ha~e not_ receh'.ed then 
lions. We find a positive spirit in should · 1mmediatly c_all thei!-
the community this year that is countr b?ard ?f elections. The 
reflected in increasing giving." deadlme 1s rapidly approaching. 
"The primary job is· to·keep. ,. , · _Stude~ts ":ho have_ been 
the pledges flowing--in to the .denied registration, the right to 
, United Way. The next report · vote, or timely absentee ballot -
' dea~line is next Tuesday. All for_ms ~y call t~e local N:PIRG 
volunteers responsible for cards office. NYPIRG s attormes are 
should see that they are reported attempting to ensure that as 
in. continued 07!- page 9 
"The Store for People who Never Grow Up" 
THE TOY STORE -314 E State St. (next·to Mayer's»·-· 
10·5 Mon-Sat Fri til·-
posstbly be some fluctuation in 
this figure. 
The last epidemic of swine 
flu in this country occurred in 
1917. Nearly 60 years later it 
appears again in Fort Dix, New 
Je•m•y. (Thll'i the alternate name 
for s\\-ine flu · "A-New Jersey" 
the rl'-origination place of the 
vinrs.) An epidemic is predicted 
for I.his coming winter. 
, In SJ)(•aking with Dr. Harn-
, 11 rn1d of the IC Health Center, he 
,-,t n•:-.sl'<I that the faccination was 
":-.trictly voluntary". "There is a 
pmlic-t.c'<I epidemic, hut in pre-
viou:-. ,Vl',tr.. pn'<lidions such as 
I hi,-, haVl' not always been 100 
IN'rc"l·nt. al'c·urat.P.' 0 
The vareine itself is a killed 
virus, cultured on eggs. It's 
given with a jet-injector and is 
virtually painless. Known side 
effocts are possibly a slight 
soreness in the arm, with 3-4 
percent of its receivers experien-
cing a fever of no more than 101 
degrees F. for a day or two. 
It is important to note these 
special precautions before recei-
ving the vaccine: 
people with _known allergy 
to eggs should receive the faccine 
,,nly under special medical super-
vision. It has generally been 
suggestc,>d that these people not 
receive the vaccine at all. 
people with fever should 
delay getting vaccinated until 
the fev~r is gone. 
people who. have received 
another type of vaccine in the 
past 14 days ·should consult a 
physician before taking the flu 
vaccine. 
Two hundred doses of the 
vaccine have been ordered for 
those in the high risk group and 
arc being given until the end of 
· this week at the Health Center. 
Those involved in the high risk 
category include persons over 65 
years of age and those with 
c;Jtronic health problems such as 
h«iart disease, asthma and em-
phy&·ma to name a few. Those 
Y.ith health problems of a serious 
type should check with a physi-
cian before-receiving their shot. 
·-All ·Freshman ;~n Mon-
day, November 1, 1976 3:30 . 
6:00 pm. 
All sophomore and employ-
e-es, A-F, Tuesday, November 2, 
1976, 3:30 - 6:00 pm. 
All juniors and employees, 
G-r, Monday, November 8, 1!176, 
3:30 · 6:00 pm. 
All seniors and employees, 
S-Z . Tuesday, November 9, 
1976, 3:30 - 6:00 pm. 
At the present. no one under 
18 years of age will_ be inoculated 
at the Health Omter. If your 
scheduled time is inconvenient, 
.vou may come at any one of the 
otl\er scheduled ,times. The 
vacinnation is free·. if you have 
any other questions you can call 
the• Health Center at x3177. 
. Th~ .~thacan, Oct. 28, 1976~ page 3 
Upcoming Speaker\ Jonathan IK.@z@ll 
By Andy Friedman §By~ 66'.lI'he M@11iell7Jlt~llllit')9 ff~ .AlOawre 
"Public school was never in 
business to produce Throeau. It 
is in business to produce a ma~ 
like Richard Nixon, and, even 
more, a population like the one 
which could elect him ... School 
an!i media possess a productive 
monopoly upon the imagination 
of a child." 
Those statements, and o-
thers like them, come from 
Jonathan Kozol, a 39 year old 
variation of Don Quixote, bat-
tling education windmills. Au-
thor, educator; essayist, Kozol 
sees the public school systems of 
this country as dehumanizing 
factories, and is running a 
societal self-awareness campaign 
to initiate the changes he feels 
are crucial. 
The Ithaca College Commu-
nity will have the chance to hear 
what changes Kozol says must be 
made this Wedn--esday evening, 
November 3, at 8:15 pm in the 
Union cafeteria. Kozol is being 
sponsored by the SAB Speakers 
Committee, and admission is 
free. 
The author of three widely 
acclaimed books, Kozol is per-
haps most recently remembered 
for a speech he gave at the 
People's Bicentennial in Wash-
ington D.C. on July 4th, entitled, 
"The US Revolution is Alive And 
Well, But You Won't Hear About 
The Real One On T.V." 
Many young people, in the 
past few years, have started to · 
accept a quite persuasive, but 
extremely dangerous, idea -- one 
that many people in the right-
wing of this country dearly hope 
they will believe. This is the idea 
that something very special, 
once known as the "Movement," 
is all over. 
There are at least three 
points about this issue which 
should be re-stated loud and 
clear: 
The "Movement," first of all 
-- whatever news-reports might 
seem to say -- is not something 
that "began," like a mushroom 
popping up after a rainstorm, 
one day back in 1960 or in 1963 
and ended on a warm spring day 
in 1972 when Richard Nixon told 
us it was time to give up on our 
conscience and go back to class. 
The whole idea of social 
struggle, whether it is called a 
"rent-strike," "protest action," 
"student boycott," "union-battle" 
or full-fledged "rebellion," start-
ed long before the Nineteen 
Sixties. Few of us ever get much 
chance in public school to hear 
about the major labor-union 
battles of the early Nineteen 
Hundreds. Few students ever 
hear about genuine labor leaders 
299CAS1S 
~OLDBllll 
@flNoumt Prlc<oo 
0 Groceries ° Kegs 
Party Supplies O Ice. 
GHIIDD CB@.£0 
122 N. Aurora St. 
Open Daily till 10 p.m. 
HICKEY'S 
201 S. TIOGA ST. 
rrilACA. N.~~· 
272-8262 ... 
THE· 
_-Music Store 
of the working-poor. Fewer, 
still, ever have the opportunity 
to read about the first authentic 
grass-roots labor movement in 
the U.S.--the I.W.W.--or "the 
Wobblies," as they more often 
are described. The songs and 
stories of those decades are a lot 
more thrilling, in my own belief, 
than most of the tapioca pudding 
... Registration 
continued from page 2 
many New York students as 
possible may vote on November 
2nd. NYPIRG is also collecting 
student complaints on voter 
registration and voting for use in 
reforming New York's archaic 
and discriminatory election laws 
after the election. According to 
NYPIRG, New York State is one 
of only five states in the country 
(the others being N. Carolina, 
S.Carolina, Virginia and Hawaii) 
that generally do not permit 
students to vote from their 
campus addresses. 
that the textbooks tell us about Tom Paine. 
Samuel Gompers--rolling out his Boston was a center of the 
boring idealogy along with his anti-slavery revolt. Several of 
cigars. ' the greatest leaders--Frederick 
Even in Bostons, where the Douglas, Wendell Phillips, Theo-
U.S. Revolution first began, dore Parker--all were prominent· 
very few students ever get to here. Yet very few students that 
read the radical works of Sameul I meet in public schools have 
Adams, Thomas Jefferson and ever heard their names. Once I 
continued Qn page 1.5 
!t[a1000 WC$ WWD~ 
Mid-Term Grades- They have been distributed to 
your advisor. 
I.D. Photo-Pictures will be taken on Friday, 
November 5 in the Registrar's office from 9 am · 4 
pm. 
Pre-Registration for Spring 1977-0n campus 
students will have their packets placed in Campus 
mail on Thursday, November 4. Off Campus 
students may pick up their packets . at the 
Registrar's Office, Job 2, Beginning Thursday, . 
November 4. Course offerings for Spring 1977 will 
he available in the Union and at the Registrar's 
Office beginning Monday, November 8. Please, 1 
copy per student. 
Seniors-Those of you expecting to graduate in May 
1977 have until Friday, November 12 to file for 
graduation in the Registrar's Office. Don't wait. Do 
It. Now. 
MAY THE .RUSSIAN BIRD 
OIF !PARADISE' DROP AN IE_GG •• 
, IN YOUR BORSCHCHa lf , 
Spend New Year's Eve in Russia! _lt __ _ 
2 weeks in Moscow and Leningrad Dec. 26 _ Jan. 9 
Only $997 o all inelusive 
(airfare, hotel, meals, theater) 
group red by experienced Russian teacher 
°Contact Marla McManus 
273-0156 (evenings)" 
"A DANCE FILM FOR ALL AUDIENCES, 
AN EXCITING, INTELLIGENTL V 
CONCEIVED SPECT ACLIE " -Anna Kisselgott. • New York Times 
.. THE FINEST FULL-LENGTH DANCE FILM 
I HAVE EVER SEEN!" -Norme Mclain Stoop. Altor Dari! 
"ONE 
OF 
THE 
IBIEST." 
. -'! 
- =-f 
"O~E 
OIF 
THE 
ISESY." 
-Judith Crlot. 
-l.eonard Harris, 
wees-TV Now York McgozJno 
~~ 
~~ NURBYEVS 
iOON QUIXeTIB9 
~=-"DON QUIXarE"-RUDOLF NUREYEV 
ROBERT HELPMANN LUCE'ITE ALDOUS-~~ 
Nov 1 and 2 
8:15 p.m. Main Theatre (PA. Building), LC. 
$2.00 advance $2.50 day of. show 
reserved seating 
Tickets avaifable -at 
Egbert Union, Willard Straight Hall, .. and Renaissance 
-- sponsored' by the- SAB Weekly Activities Committee 
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NBC Chairman Julian Goodman addressed a 
crowd of approximately 250 people in Walter Ford 
Hall last Friday morning. Notably lacking in this 
audience was the largest segment of the Ithaca 
College population -- the students. If administra-
tors and faculty had not taken time to see Mr. 
Goodman, he would have found himself talking to a 
small television crew and only a handful of 
interested students. 
The theme is by now redundant, but the 
Ithacan is once again amazed at the general apathy 
prevalent on this campus. Perhaps 11 a.m. is too 
early for students to rise on a Friday morning; 
perhaps many people had classes they had to 
attend; or maybe, just maybe, the general 
consensus is: "Who gives a damn about Julian 
Goodman!" 
Television has become an extremely large 
influence in our lives; in many ways it is 
responsible for the way we perceive the world. 
When the chief executive officer of a network 
which controls close to a third of American 
television's programing comes to campus one would 
think that more than a handful of students would be 
interested. The title of Goodman's presentation 
was "Television News and the 1976 Election," a 
topic of pressing relevance for all but the most 
apolitical person. Here is a man who represents 
the merging of two of the major influences in this 
country--politics and television--taking the time to 
speak to the students of Ithaca College and what 
happens'! His reception was comparable to that 
which might be given by New York City for the 
Cincinnati Reds. 
Much of what Goodman said is indeed subject 
to question, but none-the-less and estimated 50 
students out of 4000 can't possibly represent the 
inherent interest for such discussion on this 
campus. The students had better become actively 
involved in their education soo, or they may find 
many of their benefits taken away ... 
. . . The events taking place at Cornell this Fall 
should serve as a warning to every student at 
Ithaca College. The actions and statements of the 
Cornell Board of Trustees is a perfect example of 
apathy and can undermine student participation in 
college governance. 
Student rights were not a gift to students from · 
the administration, they had to be fought for! The 
administration has no use for student participation 
in the school's governance, and are waiting to take 
it hack as soon as they can sense that the students' 
desire to fight for them has weakened enough for 
them to do so. This is just what the Cornell Board 
has done in refusing lo recognize the students' 
right to t'lect their own trustee, and if the~ can get 
away with this there is no doubt they will try to 
inflict l'Vl'n mon• harm on the rights of students. 
So studPnls of Ithaca College, wake up! There 
is no rPason for us to be complacent with what we 
have, the administration is only letting us control 
$81,000 out of a 24 million dollar budget. Yet, they 
will l'Vl'n try to takP this away from us unless more 
student interest is shown. 
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IHIPER Major Respolllldl§ t® 
6A 'Il'ypicail Jfo<el') 
Dear Editor, 
I wish to comment on the 
article printed in the last issue of 
the Ithacan, "An Interview with 
a Typical Jock." I am presently a 
student here at Ithaca College in 
the school of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation. I do 
not own a stereo, but can type. 
Also, I am, as is everyone within 
the department, literate. I take 
exception to several of your basic 
assumptions; one, all physical 
education majors are not all 
male, and second, there is a 
difference between a jock and 
physical education major, or 
jockette and a physical education 
~ajor as the case may be. I also 
take exception to the term 
typical. Typical implies this was 
researched instead of invented. 
If the author had interviewed 
several P.E. majors, in some 
effort to £actualize his crude 
effort at humor, I think he would 
have found that we are like mose 
other people. We are not subhu-
man units whose capabilites ~nly 
include sweating, drinking and 
obnoxious behavior. We have 10 
fingers and 10 toes, five on either 
hand and foot. We walk, we talk, 
and contrary to popular opinion, 
speak, read, and write English. 
We also communicate using all 
the components of speech, not 
just nouns and pronouns with an 
occasional verb thrown in for the 
benefit of those outside our 
lFrats fuhlbit Memhern 
To the Editor: 
I would like to make a 
statement concerning the frater-
nities on this campus. In last 
weels's Ithacan Inquirer you 
asked several "Frat members" 
about what they thought of 
fraternal life but you neglected 
to ask any "independents" about 
wha_t they thought of Fraterni-
ties. Therefore, I am asking for 
equal time. 
The first thing I would like 
to say is that fraternities inhibit 
people from achieving autono-
mous relationships, relationships 
which are not set up like 7th 
graders being forced to dance 
with girls who are directly 
opposed to them. This form of 
coercion· may benefit in the long 
run but what is going to happen 
when these fraternal members 
are cast out into the real world? 
I believe that they, being so 
dependent upon their frats for 
meeting people like babies being 
dependent upon their mothers 
for nourishment, won't know 
how to cope with people on a 
one-to-one basis. With no 
supervisor in between they'll 
· crumble like a cookie. 
Furthermore, individuality 
is destroyed. When people are in 
organizations such as fraternities 
t,hey tend to become reliant upon 
one another and tend to share 
secrets while leaving out the 
rest of the world. When you 
come to think of it, scandals, 
such as Watergate, originate just 
from these foundations. The 
closer you come in attitudes, set 
of values, and ethics, the more 
secretive you become with your 
fellow colleagues and therefore 
any deed you do will be justified. 
This is because other people 
reinforce you. This is what 
happened to Nixon and his 
cohorts for with each reassuring 
each other that everything was 
all right and that each deed was 
done for "their leader," the deeds 
they did became justifiable. 
I, for one, say No to frats for , 
the above reasons. 
James R. Marshall 
Undecided '79 
humble major. 
I feel the article was a very 
clumsy attempt at satire and had 
zeroin the catagory of literary 
merit. It is a pretty poor state of 
affairs when we must resort to 
slanderizing and falsly catagoriz-
ing segments of the Ithaca 
College population in order to fill 
up space in our college paper. lt 
seems to me that the efforts of 
that paper should be directed 
more towards unifying and infor-
ming the student bod,Y, rather 
than alienating and imparting 
predjudices to them. I sincerely 
hope that in the future the 
writers and editors of our 
illustrious publication will use 
more discrecion in determining 
what will and will not be 
immortilized in print. 
Jockingly yours, 
Eli1,abcth Fell 
Audience 
tommcended 
To The Editor: 
Saturday night, October 
16th acted as a trial period for 
the Bureau of Concerts. The 
possibility of obtaining Ford Hall 
for another concert was contin-
gent upon the condition of the 
hall after the Aztec Two-Step 
/Desperado concert. We, the 
Bureau of Concerts, would like to 
thank the community attending 
the concert for their cooperation 
irt refraining from smoking and 
drinking, thus making this possi-
bility more realistic .... Thank 
you . 
S~cerely, 
The Ithaca College 
Bureau of Concerts 
C Your Space ....... _____ --==:,:::.) 
This space will be resen,ed each week for are limited to no more that two typed, 
· "Your Space· ... a chance for you to say something .. d()uble-spaced page~, and must be su~i~ted by~ 
any way yoo would like to say it. A-lmost. No pm Tuesday preceding Thursday publicatwn. Th'8 
ohscenities, pl.ease, and the article must be of space will be made available as often as there are 
i11terest to the general Coll.ege community. Essays comments. 
1Ewaili1UJ.cantiofill Bookltet M1Uls1t JR<e 
Writ1t<emt By. Studemrtt© 
by Tom Grape 
Class of 1980 
The question of initiating a Student Course obviously in the wrong profession.2)Increased 
and Teacher Evaluation (SCATE) booklet is now awareness among all students of the possibilities 
being discussed in the Academics Committee of for their own l'ducation. This would include such 
.Studpnt Congress. Such a booklet could only help things as whether the professor is stimulating or 
thl' acadPmic situation here at Ithaca. This would not. how many actual homework hours are 
givl' I.he student information about hi5 prospective involved,number of tests and papers required and 
coursps on a first hand basis, having been written the gPncral student consensus on the presentation 
hy his fellow students. A booklet written by the of material. 3)General reforms ·to improve the 
administration, who seldom sit in or listen to effectiveness of our education. The administraion 
t·lasses, or by lhe faculty members themselves, wo~ld be wise in using this booklet in deciding 
\\ ho obviously view tbeir· teaching techniques as which courses should be expanded, lengthened, of 
pfft•ctivl', would be pointless. We already have our ev~n discontinued, and could be helpful in deciding 
college bulletin which supplies us with a basic which professors should be consedered for tenure 
. t·ourst• descriptic_>n.. and raises for merit. This would unquestionably 
It. is only logical that the students themselves irnprow our academic standing among schools and 
writl' this evaluation, because we arc theories who also gi,·p the students a significant mode of input in 
t•it her ht•nefit or suffer by our incompatability with our C'ducational process. 
our profr•ssors, their teaching techniques and Such a projuct would, however, require a 
course content and who really need to know the great many volunteers, suggestions, dollars, and 
hard facts about our· course alternatives. The · most of all-support from the Administration and 
lwm•fits of such a booklet would be threefold:l)lm- facu1ty·as well as the students. 
prOVl'd teacher effectiveness by those faculty Speak to your STudent Congress representat-
memhers w)lo are genuinely ~oncerncd .with .the ive if you are interested in helping or just to let him. 
students and their ,opinions and p·roblems.The 'know your opinion of this plan .we are paying a 
other professors who are _E.Ot concerned are good deal of money lo come here and learn, so let's 
get our money"s worth. .,.. 
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Your Spa Ce..... . _) 
by Rob Taub TlbLW !Is/The W ®@k 7I7fw1rt W @~ 
Ithaca College: How did we hold up against 
reaccreditation and Parents Weekend? 
In the classroom ... 
Professor: All right students, time for your Mass 
Media test. I'll ask the questions, just answer on a 
piece of pap.er. 
First Question: Who is Barbara Walters and what 
is her salary? 
Students: We're damn lucky this is an open book 
test. 
Professor: Yes, I know waht you mean. I'm sorry 
about cracking down on you kids but Dean Kesh 
told me that TV-R courses are too easy. He thinks 
it's time you students started taking tests. 
However, he is pleased with your original student 
productions. Where did you guys get the 
brainstorms for "The Dating Game" and the 
"Johnny Carson Show'"! I'm proud of you, keep up 
the good work. 
At the President's House (a cocktail party for 
parents, students and administrators) ... 
President Whalen: We've got a great football team 
here. Yessir. A tough team, hard hitters who 
don't give up and a fine bunch of coaches. 
Walter Borton: Yes. 
Student: Yes, but what about the possibility of a 
tuition hike'? What are your plans? 
President Whalen: We've gotta go for the bomb on 
the long yardage situtations. 
Borton: A bourbon and water please. 
Parent: I'm glad that Julian Goodman spoke here 
today, he's a big name in communications. What 
media sources were informed that he spoke at LC.? 
College Administrator: We got him front page 
newspaper coverage. 
Parent: Really! In the Time, the News or 
Newsweek? 
Administrator: No, the Ithacan. 
Student: I thought President Whalen was going to 
get Ithaca College publicity?! 
Whalen: We have to fight in the short yardage 
situations! Power right, cross buck left. On two. 
Ready, break! 
Borton: Gimme another drink. 
Whalen: The problem of inflation is terrible. 
We've got to start stunting on defense. These 
student government kids arc keying on Walt! 
Borton: Burp. 
A meeting for administration, faculty and 
parents ... 
TV-R professor: This is our new $7,000 camera. 
It's got all the latest gimmicks. It even comes with 
a radar oven that cooks dinner while you film. 
Stude~ts won't have to take a break for chow with 
this innovation. Maybe someday we'll let them use 
it. 
Music professor: Her are ten of our new $12,000 
pianos. They sound great and come equipped with 
portable toilets so students won't have to leave the 
practice room. 
H&S professor: Here is our newest acquisition. 
This durable chalk comes in ten different colors for 
wonderful blackboard contrast. I'd like to 
introduce Professor I. Gotdashaft. Ifr's published 
many papers and is in great demand in Ithaca 
CollPgc. President Whalen wants all our 
proft•ssors to get published to I.C. will look more 
impressive. Unfortunately, Professor I. Gotda-
shaft has just been dropped from the H&S faculty 
due t.o lack of funds. 
At Job 3: 
Gus: Jer.us! We've got a lot of problems here. 
Walt: Yes, but we have a good football team. 
Frank: I don't know about that. J .J. has been with 
coach Butterfield all day. Something about a down 
and in pattern. 
...United Way 
continued from page 2 
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I hat hav<• not hePn picked up by a 
volunt.P<'r should let us know. We 
can rnakP the goal only if 
PV<·r_vonP dol's thc•1r share," 
Wan• said. 
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Sponsored by The Ilthacan and The Politics lDcepanmcent 
Rog<·r Barton of Morse 
Chain, Chairman . and Tom Kick 
of NCR, Viee Chairman of the 
l;1dustrial Division n•ported the 
g-iving of Cargill Salt and th<•ir 
PmplyPPS wa!-. up lfil per cent 
OV<'r I ~)75. 
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1Boo1k Review 
Hv (rl'Oq,re Keller 
Even Thomas Jefferson and his educational 
heirs believed that college should be reserved for 
I.he !->est minds of the nation. And even after the 
land-grant colleges and low-cost state universities 
opened higher rducation in the late 19th century to 
tlw sons and daughters of farmers, mechanics, 
factory workers, and clerks, those students were 
l'XpPcted to perform as well as youngsters from 
prof Pssional families or pack up and go home. 
Rut in the past. 30 years Americans have taken 
the most. audacious step in the history of higher 
education and moved beyond thinking of colleges as 
plact•s reserved for the brightest and the best. 
Prompted by new egalitarian passions, the 
increased need for knowledge among all.persons, 
and the new demand for masses 'of educated 
middle-level workers-and aided by unparalleled 
afllu1!ncc-the nation encouraged collage-going for 
all post-adolescents who wanted to continue 
l1·arning. 
l I nivcrsitiPs l'Xpandcd, new state colleges 
..,prang up like daffodils, and a wholly new kind of 
collPg!' t.hc t.wo year community college-took its 
plal'(• in Aml'rica beside thl' four year institutions. 
Bet.wl'Pn 191:iO and 1970 alone. two-year colleges, 
which searcely exist.eel hl'fon• World War II, nearly 
doubled in number, from fiti0,000 in 19!i0 to 2.4 
million in 1970. Today, 40 pn c!'nt of all American 
undngraduatl's an• studying at two year campus-
While Aml'ricans cunstructed a second kind of 
highPr education, which is still unique in the world, 
th!' faculty members at thl' two-year colleges 
t.Pnrled to adherl' to I.he pedagogical style and 
acach•mic forms of the traditional four-year 
colll·gl'~, where most of them had been educated. 
Trul', they emphasized vocational learning, applied 
art-;, and technologies, but their expectations about 
learning were those of the traditional colleges. 
by the late 19fiO's a crisis loomed. Most two-year 
l'Olll'gcs resembled revolving doors. The learning 
needs of the new, blue-collar, ll'ss accomplished 
..,t,udents and the teaching styles of their 
in~t ruetors Wl'rc in frequent collision. The new 
('()lll'gt>s had by and large faill'd to rrcognize that 
t.h1· nPw kind of student they were serving 
d1•mandl·d frl'sh inst rul'lional approaches. 
No pl-r~on has dorw more to eall al.t.ention lo 
t 111~ l'ia..,h and to t Ill' urgt•n1·y of doing soml't.hing 
about 11 than Kathryn Patricia Cross, and 
lllinoi, horn and-Pdul'ated eounsl'ling psychologist, 
a fornwr dl':tn of women, .ind ~incl' 19tifi a research 
wril1·r at both till' llniv!'n,it_v of California at. 
ll1·rk<·lt·y and th<· !<:ducat ional Tt•sting Service. 
,\1d1·d h_v a long Slll'<"l',.,,.,ion of foundation grants, K. 
Pal ric1a Cross has hamnwrPd awa_v at her thenH' 
I hal "I rad it ional 1•dul'al 10n lllU!->I lw r!'designcd for 
t ht· q,:al1tarian Pra ... 
!--,h<· ill'li1·v1·~ dt·eplv that -;t udl•nts of l1·sser 
a;·ad<·rn1<· ahilil it's, as 1\ll'a~ur!'d h:,: eon vent ion al 
I 1·,-1 ,. t'an Ill' Pdtll'at1·d at t lw rnlkg<' ll'Vl'I of only 
t lw I 1·,u·h1ng ..,, ralPgil''-, pan• of lt·arning, !->lrue 
I 111·1•..,, and 1·u1Til'ulum for thow <-.t udentsd an· 
radil'all_v l'hang1·d to nw<'l t lwir S)ll'l'ial lll'l'ds and 
n1h11•rahilit 1·~- Sht· propo..,1•<.; that the eollPge must 
h<· 11iad1· lo fit th1• stud<·nts a-; eonlras!Pcl t.o lhl' 
I radii 1onal not ion that st uch•nts -;houid lw sl'k'l'led 
to fit I lw col11·g1• ... 
Fir,.t in hl'r art il'lt•s in the !all' l~HiO's and Lhcn 
1n lll'r hookBeyond the Open Door(Jossey-Bass, 
---~-, - -·-· • • ·----·N·-·-----··-~- .. __ _ 
-·---· 
1971 ), 'ms. Cross documented brilliantly what 
these "New Students," as she labeled them, were 
like:Poorer, of parents who did not attend college, 
helow average in the academic ability, often weakly 
motivated or of unrealistic aspirations. About 25 
percent of them were blacks. 
In 1965, 70 per cent of the freshmen at 
California's community colleges failed thr basic 
English exam; 75 per cent enrolled in mathematics 
were taking high-school-level courses. In 1971, 25 
per cent of the freshmen at the City University of 
New York's four-year colleges had a ninth-grade 
reading level; at C.U.N.Y.'s two-year colleges, the 
proportion was more than half. Moreover, much of 
I.he fi,000-per-cent increase in financial aid between 
1954 and 1974 has gone to the new students, sinve 
aid hass increasingly been based on family need, 
not individual achievement. 
Hammering 
Away att ([Jj,"f!l), 
1Egaliu1urffllJ1], 
Them~ 
The standard response of the colleges to the 
new students has been "remediation": removal of • 
IParning "hlocks," personality conflicts, and social 
handicap~ through drills and counseling. This is so 
pt·rvasive that, by 1974, 53 per cent of all two-year 
colleges were giving academic credit for remedial 
work. The student, not the college or its teaching, 
had lo he reshaped ... 
In recent years, more two-year colleges have 
decided to try a bolder response: to discern each 
new students "cognitive style" and match it with 
<'XfJl'rinH'ntal teaching methods that arc compatible 
with I.ht• student's learning style. The colleges 
1 lwrn~Plves arc beginning to change. 
Discussions of these changes forms the first 
half and main subject of Ms. Cross's new book, 
Accent on Learning.It contains unquestionably the 
firwst dl'scriptions of I.he new kinds of ;nstruction 
that. arl' !wing t.ried in today's colleges, primarily at 
t lw community colll'gl's. 
Ttw kt•y eoncept is "mastery learning, .. which 
\h. Cross l'laims i~ "revolutionary." The faith 
und<·rnpat h mastery IParning is that there is no 
inhl'rPnt I:,· smart or dumb students, only fast and 
..,Jm\ lt·arnPrs. Given pnough time, a student can 
lt·arn almost an_v suhjt'cl. Students are given small 
d1unb of information of skills to learn. When they 
hav1· ma<-.t1·rl'd them. I.he students go on to the next 
"1nodull' 00 of instruction. No failures or grades to 
f'rod!' ..,l'lf-eonfidPm'P. No lowering of standards. 
No l'rocrustPan t.inw schedules. It's learning step 
h_v t rny st.l'p at one• 's· won pacr. For Ms. Cross, 
"rnastPr_v l!'arning i, thl' critical missing link in the 
l'd Ul'JJ tion of low achit•vt•rs ... 
Tht• book discusses fully the audio-tutorial (a-t) 
1111'1 hod pionPPred hy Purdue biologist Samuel 
& -· ·-·-·-
Postlethwait; the Personalized System of Instruc-
tion (p.s.i.) of psychologist Fred Keller, and the 
research into cognitive styles developed by Joseph 
Hill, J .L.McKcnney, 'and others. 
Ms. Cross's comprehensive treatment is 
enchanting because her high hopes for these new 
accents on learning for open-addmisison students 
are matched by her candor about the uncertain 
results of the approaches and her sometimes 
near-dcvistating acknowledgements of their short -
comings. 
The second half of her book describes some 
curricular novelties and her own views on the new 
imperatives for the "Nre Students_." She suggests 
there arc three kinds of learning: about ideas, 
-things, and people- a trinity she apparently derives 
from the U.S. Department of Labor's Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles. 
In her view, traditional colleges have· 
concentrated too heavily on ideas alone-"academic 
ability per se has been greatly overvalued." With 
the new kind of students, learning about things and 
learning about people need equal status. She is 
Pspecially cager to see colleges do more with 
human relations and stop "giving too little 
at.I en lion to the education of the student as a fully 
functionaing being capable of using knowledge to 
moral and social ends." She contends, "The need 
for improved knowledge about human relationships 
in our times must be as obvious as the need for 
heller farming was in the 1880's." 
In this context, 'ms. Cross describes how 
T-groups, sensitivity training, human-potential 
seminars, and new kinds of value exploration have 
already taken root on more than a fourth of the 
two-year campuses. And she sees the new 
students, who often have trouble with abstract 
ideas and large quantities of facts, as an "untapped 
national resourse for excellence in working with 
people." 
To me, Ms. Cross is both a penetratingly fresh 
and disappointingly limited observer of the higher 
educational scene. She appears to know little 
history of classical philosophy. Mastery learning 
seems blazingly new rather than self-paced and 
refined version of fifth-grade weekly quizzes. The 
wonderous complexities of epistemology are passes 
ovt'r. She calls for a new emphasis on the "whole 
student ... as if Plat.o's ideas, Columbia's liberal 
art~-program, or religiously affiliated colleges 
didn't exist. ShP slights-the role of the family and 
ignores cost factors, despite higher cdui;ation's 
green wounds. 
Her writing, which is usually commendably 
plain, is lit.tcrcd with such purple-sequined words 
as "meaningful," "dynamic," and "viable," and it 
,oml'limes n•semhles those trussed bibliographical 
l'Xl"gPsl's on hundreds of quantitative micro-studies 
lhut no great works of mind) that often pass for 
l1·arnPd articles in some educational journals . 
But thP thorough reporting and scrupulous 
hom·,.,tv of Accent on Learning,and Ms. Cross's 
dedieal!'d pursuit of helter ways to provide a good 
('()llegt• Nlucation for every young man and woman, 
makP this a noteworthy volume. · 
George Keller is assistant to the chancellor of the 
Sfote of New York, and editor of Search, a jourrwl 
,,f sc!tolarly research. 
Reprinted with permission of the Chronicle of 
, Higher Education, October 18, 1976. Copyright 
1976 by Editorial Projects for Education, Inc. 
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@lfl)en Thursday 
and Frida1:7 
rroite tii ira«lXID 
Department Managers' Sale 
Lloyd's 
electronic caDcuBators 
reg. 19.99 113 .. 88 
FOR YOUR HOME. OFFICE OR 
SCHOOL WORK, A BATTERY 
POWERED 4 FUNCTION DIS-
PLAY; ALSO HAS DISCOUNT 
.PERCENTAGE. 
REG. 18.95 .... 11.88 
REG. 29.95 .... 17.88 
ADAPTOR, REG. 5.95 .... 4.95 
~Ftabulous 1Fakes5l 
Ring~ 
7· 
,,.-'/ A BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION OF BIRTHSTONE. 
/ HEMATITE. PEARLS. ONYX, CORAL ANQ 
MORE. COCKTAIL. SOL:ITAIRES AND MANY 
OTHER STYLES. 
Huckapoc shirts 
ireg.12.00 9
11
99 
FASHION-WISE SHIRT BLOUSES THAT 
ARE ESPECIALLY DESIGNED TO FLAT-
TER THE JUNIOR FIGURE. SOFT NY-
LON OR POL VESTER IN A TERRIFIC 
PRINT ASSORTMENT-. 
lr«i:F 
Jjuniors $ia@k$ 
rreg .. 'il7.00 
POLYESTER GABARDINE IN A TEXTUR-
IZED WEAVE. FRONT ZIP STYLING, 
TRADITIONAL BELTED WAISTLINES. 
SOLID COLORS, SIZES 5/6 TO 15/16. 
@paque paimty hose 
rreg. 'il.so llaO(O) 
ALL NYLON IN BASIC tOLORS FOR 
FALL AND WINTER. SIZES TO FIT 5'5" 
TO 5'6" AND MORE. 
Orlon krroe® $@~~ 
ll'eg. 'il.so 1laOC 
SOFT ORLON ACRYLIC IN BEAUTIFUL 
FALL COLORS. ONE SIZE STRETCHES 
TO FIT SIZES 9-11. 
.Knee hi hose 
rreg. 1.29 2 for 1.00 
ALL NYLON WITH A WIDE 
COMFORT TOP.- REINFORCED 
ONE SIZE STRETCH. 
assorted 
~Banter pol$ 
firm ~8D"DOlUIS SDZ<!a 
COLORFUL CERAMICS AND DURABLE RUBBER-
~~~~~~ MAID PLANTERS TO LIVEN UP YOUR ROOMS 
OR WITH A FAVORITE PLANT, THEY'LL MAKE 
IDEAL GIFTS. 
Master Mind 
Game rreg. ~aOO 2m99 
THE GAME OF THE YEAR THAT TESTS YOUR LOGIC 
A.ND SKILL WITH YOUR OPPONENT. 
INSTRUCTIONS ARE PRINTED IN NINE DIFFERENT LANGUAUGES 
entire s1!:ock off men's 
Winter Outerwear 
rreg. 25.00•190.00 
20%off 
EVERY WARM JACKET AND COAT IN 
STOCK. INCLUDES WOOL MEL TONS, 
CORDUROYS. NYLONS, AND SNORKEL 
STYLES. ALL WEATHER STYLES. AND 
MORE. 38-46 REGULAR. 40-44 LONGS. 
llaffine~ 
aeaiher gloves 
17G!g. 113.00 9. 90 
<eataBilrius15J 
laobbie Brook$~ 
IFluss Tog$ 
oo@rrdiBTlaii®~ 
MIX AND MATCH SLACKS. VESTS, PANTS AN 
BLOUSES TO YOUR HEART'S CONTENT. ALL 
FIRST QUALITY LATEST FASHION ITEMS IN 
FALL'S LATEST COLORINGS. STYLES FOR BOTH 
MISSES AND JUNIORS. 
COMPARABLE SAVINGS ON OTHER 
WEAR FASHIONS! 
., 
I 
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I-lope Chillington, a senior 
drama major at Ithaca College, 
has furnished an entire New 
York City apartment for $270. 
Her thrift is all the more 
admirable because the "apart-
ment" is on the stage of the 
Arena Theatre in the Dillingham 
Center for the Performing Arts. 
It is set for the November 
3-7 production of "Little Mur-
ders," a satire by Jules Feiffer, 
the fourth production of the 
College drama - speech depart-
ment, and from the electric light 
swithches to the telephone there 
will he nothing phoney about it. 
",Jim Lauricella, the director 
and !came to a mutual agreement 
that the set should he what we 
ealll'd Mary Hartman realism," 
!,aid the scene designer. "Most 
~ets attPmpt to hide things like 
brand labels of food props, hut 
we deliheratly show I.hem. The 
apartment is just as it would he it 
it were lived in hy an upper 
middl<' class family in New York 
Cit.v on NovPmher :1, 1976." 
- With that ovprall goal in 
mind, Ms.Chollington s<'I. out to 
furnish Lhl' apartment ju~t as its 
own<'r, a housewifo, might have 
dcl'orated it. "I delved into her 
- ··-· ··- ......... - .............. _ ...... ··--··~-• ··-.--. ·~~---------.~-
charactor and personality. She's 
the kind _ of person who would 
buy something just because she 
liked it, not because it matched 
anything. She's together enough 
to match colors, but not styles; 
everything she buys is just a 
little gaudy, a little tacky." 
Acouch and some small 
furniture were found in the 
drama department's stock room, 
hut the scene designer was not 
satisfied with these alone. "We 
started hunting in friend's apart-
ments.in our parents' homes, in 
junk shops." The hunt lasted 
from the beginning of the school 
year to the first technical rehear-
sal October 26 and extended 
geographically from New York 
City to Ithaca. 
A hig chunk of the budget 
had to go for food. "Little 
Murders" has a lot of eating 
~cene!', nad a large wedding scene 
whieh required the purchase of 
rookies, a wedding cake and 
I rays of hors d'oeuvres. Another 
chunk of the hudget went for a 
group of props which Ms. Chil-
ling eould not beg or horrow -
hug-e photographs of eyes, ears, 
and noses. One charactor in the 
~atirt• supports the family by 
selling these photographs that 
have caught the public's fancy. 
"We had to borrow glasses, 
tableclothes, silverware, two 
sets of dinnerware, all pretty 
good, but slightly tacky. Perry's 
Trash and Treasure on West 
Green St. was absolutely wonder 
- fut," Ms. Chillington said. 
"Most second-hand stores won't 
loan things, but we found many , 
things there, paid a deposit and 
borrowed them." 
A st~dent from the advan-
ced stagecraft course, Jim 
Holden (who also designed the 
lighting) has hade the breakaway 
glass needed in the product,ion to 
save the expense of purchasing 
it. Another student, David 
Priester, has rigged the set's 
television set to broadcast a real 
New York City news show. Ms. 
Chillington carried realism to the 
extent that the voice of an 
ohsccne phone caller was rccord-
l'd over a telephone to give it an 
authentic quality. 
Tlhii§ W <eekend _ 
"My prohlem has been to 
out-think the audience, to deter-
mine what ahsolutcly has to be 
rl'al and what we can let go." 
Most audiences will not notice 
anything- on the set if its 
continued on page 9 
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Saturday, Oct. 30, 8:15 p'm Walter Ford Hall. 
Senior recital; Paulette Fry, organ, with assisting 
instrumentalists. Music by Buxtehude, Distler, 
Frescobaldi, Messaien, Dupre, Barrow, Durufle. 
Free. 
Sunday, Oct. 31, 3:00 pm Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Graduate recital: David Zimet, 
Bassoon, with assisting instrumentalists. Music by 
Ferroud, Aitken, Gliere, Miroshnikov, De Fesch, 
Poulenc. Free. 
Friday, Nov. 5, 12:30 pm Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Student recital: Ralph Bellofat-
to, bassoon; Debbie Bauknecht, soprano: Kevin 
Loughrans, trumpet: Lorrie Poole,clarinet: saxo-
phone quartet; Don Campfield, euphonium; Susan 
Pentecost, piano. Program of short selections. 
Free. 
Friday,-Nov. 5, 8:15 pm Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Ithaca College Faculty Wood-
wind Quartet: Joyce Catalfano, flute; Peter 
Hedrick, oboe; Robert Schmidt, clarinet; Edward 
Gobrecht, Bassoon; with Phiroze Mehta, piano. 
Twentieth-century music by Saint-Saens, Arnold, 
Piston, Bridge. Free: 
Saturday, Nov. 6, 1:00 pm Nabcnhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Student recital: Mark Kurosky, 
piano. Works -/,y Debussy, Delio Joio, Ravel, 
Chopin. Free. 
Saturday, Nov. 6, 3:00 pm Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Joint student recital: Elizabeth 
Hurd. clarinet, and Patrick Carmody, tuba, with 
assisting instrumentalists. Compositions by 
Rabaud, Wilder, Brahms. Free. 
Saturday, Nov.6, 8:15 pm Walter Ford Hall. Senior 
recital: Jack Bollman, obic, with assisting 
performers. Music by Telemann, lbert, Head, 
Vaughan, Williams. Free. 
Students Making Music At lo Co 
Three students re('itals, free 
to t ht> public, will he presented 
n(•xt. weekend (Oct. 29-31) at 
Ithaea Coll(•g-p\ School of Music. 
At 12::JO p.m. Friday (Oct. 
2~)) in thP Nahcnhaucr Room, a 
variPd program of brief select-
ions will he given by Louise 
St rikl'r and Janet Bogen, horn; 
.Jan Virkler and Vicky Fredlund, 
darinet; Judy Robinson, so -
prano; Ralph flellofatto, bassoon; 
Ann .Jenkins, flute; and Marcia 
Brown, recorder. They are 
pupils of music faculty Stephen 
Lawli!-., Robert Schmidt, Leslie 
Bennett, Edward Gobrecht, 
Joyce Catalfano and Peter Hed-
rick. 
CORNELL CONCERT COMM\SS\ON 
YOHN 5CHER ~ WVBR present 
'LW iJe~s 
of thv: 
·lttp[e 
HALLOWEEN 
~unday Night 
--
with 5tanky Brown 
OCTOBER 
8:00pm 
Bailey Hall 
31st 
---
Music for organ will be 
played hy Paulette Fry in her 
senior recital at 8:15 p.m. 
Saturday in the auditorium .of 
Walter Ford Hall. She· will 
perform early Baroque works by 
Buxtehude and Frescobaldi and 
twentieth-century music by Mes-
siaen, Dupre, Barrow and Duru, 
Ile. Assisting in Dupre's "Poem 
Heroique" for organ, brasses and 
field drum, are Matthew Morris, 
Louraine Carpenter and Bill 
Fleming, trumpets; Steven Sau-
ter. Gordon Large and Ronald 
Smith, trombones; Richard 
Schumacher, field drum. Miss 
Fry, who studies at Ithaca 
College with Prof. Frank Eld-
ridge, is organist at the First 
Baptist Church in IUiaca. · Last 
~ 
year she played one of the 
dedicatory recitals on the newly 
installed Wolff organ in Ithaca's 
l!nitarian Church. 
Bassoonist David Zimet will 
appear in his-graduate recital at 
:1:00 pm Sunday in the Naben-
hauer Room. His program 
includes music by Ferroud, Ait-
kt•n, Gliere, Miroshnikov, De 
Fesch and Poulenc. Assisting 
instrumentalists are David Con-
rad and Leonard Zimet, oboe; 
Ellyne Kubie, clarinet; Joan 
Zucker, cello; James Gower, 
harpsichord; Lucy Banner, and 
Colleen Pellman, piano. Zimet, a 
graduate of Hamilton College, is 
:1 candidate for a master's degree 
in bassoon performance. He is 
studying at Ithaca College with 
Prof. Edward Gobrecht. 
Superb "wine sbutD with great grapes, grown in ju.,t the riaht c:lim::to ad 
soil for that variety. It QQDe took trial and enor to find t1ie right variety 1m 
a. certain region: t.oday it is done aamewbat mare s:ientifically • 
.......... 
Vmeymdista hse divid2d pomible gn,pe-g1UWing regions into five zcmm, 
depending on the climate, aa meaamd b,v "~ ~" I .......... --
F.adi day's heat degrees me delmnined by how much th.et da;y'a avenge 
tempemture went over 60 clegrem. 'Ibesyatan mids together all the~ in 
a region frmn April t.blOugb Q:tobs. grape growing time. 
. . ......... . 
Best ~wine climates ae Z<OID Ole (2,l500 degree days or lem) snd 
Two (up to 3,000 ~ cfaiya~ Zone One includl!a moat of. 0111ifomia'a 
Napa Valley, arme ·ot. the German viueyams_ and the O,a,npegne district 
in France. Zone Two- includes Bmdeauz. and other pats of the Napa 
Valley. . 
.......... 
Qilifamia hm Bil ed&e: there ii 1'!rY littJe ninfaD f.rom~ to Odober to 
harm the slmost,read,-toharveat anpa. .AJao., them me 
small pocketa of. ~ Ona 'Ml8tber 1n Zone '11nee d, mw. to ofter 
fledhility to the vintner. 
........ $0 
Fine wiDl9 from di over fill Che wine list d L'~ &do.v en o!d 
favorite :with cur new mpper ~ 
ef '_A_uterge -Ju eocto,, Ro~;e · 
· Re~laura11l Jranc~iJ · 
273-3464 
L 
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Ri~hard Heffner Honored At (C(ll)mnunnru:n.nicemi1ti®Il11§ 1Rmm1<q[1111<e1t 
by Caryn Picker 
The 1976 Rod Serling Visit-
ing Professor Communications 
Man of the Year Award was 
presented last Saturday night at 
the A.E.Rho Communications 
Banqyet, to Richard Heffner. 
Mr. Heffner's present position is 
as Chairman.. of the Code and 
Rating Administration of the 
Motion Picture Association of 
America. His past involvement 
with the media has made him a 
signigicant and honored recipient 
of this award. 
Mike Greenzeig, A.E.Rho's 
President greeted the guests 
after a hasty meal was served. 
Dean Keshishoglou then talked 
to us of the school's new 
acquisitions, such as the third 
colour TV camera and the 
development of the Radio tower. 
Keshishoglou addressed the par-
ents teasingly as those who "foot 
the bill," but then neglected to 
tell the partial financers exactly 
how much they had helped. 
Despite tis he was received well. 
A visual presentation was I and hosted two award winning media has drawn Mr. Heffner's munications today and hwo we as 
then aired on a number of shows on WRCA (now NBC),, attention to the immediacy of students will affect the in-
strategically placed TV moni- they were, Open Mind, and the many relevant problems in dustry's future. He stressed the 
tors. A student made film, Man of the Year Award. communications today. IN his importance of being truthful and 
entitled "Old Friends," was Following a significant stay at speech, Heffner started off by the danger of letting"the lie 
shown first as an example of NBC Mr. Heffner became Vice reading to us segments of the stretch public morality." 
what has been creatively accom- President of Special Projects for speech Rod Serling had given a Mr. Heffner left everyone 
plished within the cinema de- CBS. MOving on, Mr." Heffner few years ago at this saine thinking seriously of what the 
partment. The film make Eliot made an important contribution banquet. future of Free Expression will 
Klein developed a unique and to the industry by founding For those who had been be. On censorship he left us with 
original optical process which he WNET Public Broadcasting Net- together on that occasion, the the thought that "'ONE MUST 
has called Crystalchromato- work. aistinct memories of Serling's SERVE THE WILL OF THE 
graphy. Visually and technically Mr. Heffner has continued tour de force were still apparent. MAJORITY, OR ELSE THE 
Klein's film was outstanding. to teach despite his involvement For those fo us who were so TYRANNY OF THE MAJOR-
The rest of the presentation with the media. Saturday night unfortunate to have not been ITY WILL RULE." 
encompassed clips from many of he proved to b.e a most interest- there, the impact was equally The evening of the Com-· 
the tv productions that are aired ing and eloquent speaker. dramatic. munications Banquet proved to 
weekly on I.C.'s WICB-TV Chan- Rod Serling's involvement Heffner's speech touched on be quite enjoyable and inform-
nels 13 & 6. with Ithaca College and the many ofhis viewpoints on com- ative for everyone. 
Richard Heffners career inPIZ:===-----==------==-====m:===m====m=i!ml===m111:1111111111==1111:1mm=======:::i 
the Communications industy is 
varied and colourful, he started 
in Education at Sarah Lawrence 
and Columbia Universities as a 
Professor of American History, ' 
he then entered the radio field' 
through Edward R. Murrow. He· 
proceeded to move to television 
Ithaflicks: Now, we come to the final "attraction" of the festival - one of the truly gross movies of our time. It is appropriately entitled Night of the Living 
Dead, and it may very well make you quite sick to 
your stomach. The plot? A bunch of atomic tests 
bring corps'es back to life, and "they" set about to 
eat. the flesh of the living. The basic cheapness of 
The Stage 
Despite the fact that tomorrow's (Friday's) this film works positively, making it a lot scarier 
date is October 29, someone has seen fit to schedule than you might give it credit for. Mercifully, it's 
the annual Halloween Film Festival two days early. filmed in black and white. Night of the Living Dead 
Then again, who wants to get all shook up Sunday is the one horror film that really might require a 
night? This year's clever cauldron of cinematic "stomach distress bag" to get through. Just one 
chillers (how's that line?) offers four features. The caution - bring something you can bury your face 
first is a golden oldie entitled The White Zombie. it in. I guarantee you'll need it! 
continued from page 8 
consistently realistic, but if a 
mistake is made, it will stana out 
likt• a sore thumb, she added. 
Even the rooms seen from the 
doorways in the set arc real and 
required real furnishings, from a 
bathroom with plumbing fixtures 
to a kitchen with fluorescent 
lights to a street scene with 
electric lights in the buildings 
across the street. 
This is the first time the 
drama student has had responsi-
bility for set design in a realistic 
play. She co-designed a set for 
the musical "Gypsy" in high 
school, and designed the lighting 
for a production of Sandburg's 
America at Ithaca College, but 
shP said she did not feel 
ill prepared for the task, because 
of her extensive course work. 
She has acted and stressed 
the importance for a designer to 
have had this experience. "Once 
.vou've acted on a set and 
discovered the problems it can 
make for an actor, you never 
l"orgct it. Designers often design 
..,pt,,, without knowing how an 
actor will feel in or on it and it 
l'aw,es trouble." 
She credited I.he "eager 
freshman crews," props manager 
Lisa DezmPlyk, master carpen-
1.t•r Kevin Reynolds, scenic assis-
tant Howard Ires and the 
students in the advanced stage-
l'raft course with helping her 
al tain the level of realism she 
wantt>d for "Little Murders.'' 
''I'm hoping the audience 
will go home and realize a little 
lat.Pr I.hat the charactors really 
did this thing or that, that they 
didn't fake anything, that the 
phone n•ally rang, the light 
switches really worked, the 
light,- in the buildings across the 
,, ay came on when it got dark, It 
"ill ht• the small things in this 
show that will really make it," 
she said. 
Tickets for the production 
are on sale in the box office 
(274-3224)in the Dillingham Cen-
ter for the Performing Arts on 
the Ithaca College campus. 
,' .. ,, , .. , .. ~-'",~:",,'",,,,., ,'--"~J' ,....' r,,'. 
Char Pit 
restaurant 
prime ribs 
~ elmira road 273-0777'", 
~: across from Grand Union 
r , • :,. -~~ , ,. r· 
'MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP' 
All Smoker's ::;upplies 
Paperbound Books 
Magazines 
Newspapers· 
.. ,.:.': 
stars Bela Lugosi, and the title is pretty From terror, we go to society - a cross 
self-explanatory; to put it in a historical vein, it was pollination of many different folks who wind up in 
made in the days when Universal was cranking out. the country music capital of the nation: Nashville. 
fifteen quick horror flicks a month! (Whaddya want Robert Altman, one of today's most celebrated 
- quality or quantity'?) American filmakers, takes 24 major characters and 
Next on the bill is an Edgar Allan Poe favorite, crosses, doublecrosses, and complicates their lives. 
The ,Raven .. . starring the American International Among the prominent people:'""'everyone's favorite 
Pictures trio of terror, Vincent Price, Boris Karloff female warbler (Renee Blakley) and her rival for 
and Peter Lorre. It's not totally faithful to the the top spot (Karen Black); a singer (Lily Tomlin) 
famed poem, but it's campy fun produeced by with deaf-mute children and a bulldog of a husband; 
Roger Corman, the king of manufacturing horror and a BBC reporter (Geraldine Chaplin) trying to 
flicks. understand the lifestyle and popularity of Nash-
The third film, THX 1138, is an unusual choice. ville. Keith Ca0 radine sings his Oscar-winning "I'm 
Muchmore artistic than the first two, it deals with Eary", one of the highpoints in this three-hour mix 
a futuristic society ruled by computers and where of people, problems and parody. Revered by many 
the subservient human inhabitants are kept critics, this Nashville is a lot more than country 
drugged. THX 1138 is the name of a rebel (played music. 
by Robert Duvall) who tries to fight the system. 
This is the first film of a prominent young director 
named George Lucas; you·~e probably enjoyed his 
work already, since he also made American 
Graffiti. Lucas returns to science fiction with his 
new film, The Star Wars, which is due for release 
THISWEEKEND'S GUDE: 
Halloween Film Festival, Friday at 7:30 p.m., 
Union Cafeteria. Free! 
Nashville, Saturday and Sunday at 7 and 10 
p.m.; one dollar. 
soon. 
HALLOWEEN 
COSTUME 
BASH 
Terrace Dinina Hali 
Sato Octo 30 9PmQ1am 
*frize ffor The Best Costume1.r 
fKes or $25°01 
i®trr1ce Resident! fr~® 
With T·icket 
Others with Costume-$lo 00 
Without costume-$1e50 
sand· ... Brotherhood"' Beer 25e 
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C@ming Up With The Buck~ 
By Joseph R. Vallone 
Reporter Magazine 
Rochester Institute of 
Technology. Oct. I, 1976 
Faced with the task of 
choosing a college, Suzanne 
Rawling looked at hoth state and 
private institutions. Finances 
\l·erc in the forefront of her mind 
hPcause she qualified for only a 
"mall grant and no scholarship. 
She could pay the tuition at the 
st ate university out of part-time 
and summPr earnings. Attending 
a private institution would mean 
I,•aning heavily on the hanks for ; 
.,, udcnt loans. The thought of i 
g-oing into deht did not appeal to 
her and suddenly her decision 
'ol'emed very easy. Things would 
he SlJNY for Suzanne, the State 
llnivcrsity of New York. 
Private educators are con-
1·Prned ahout the growing num-
ht'r of !-.I udPnts like Suzanne, 
who can't afford the !-.I.Pep 
I uit.ions that privatl' rollPgcs arl' 
forc,•d to diargP. Sharpening 
I hi!-. aln•ady pointed <'Oncern is 
t h1· faet that PnrollmPnt in New 
York's ind1·rH·ndPn t institutions 
has incr1•a!->('(l about ;30 pl'r cpnt, 
during t lw p:'t!->I Iii .vPar~ whilt> 
~I !NY 1·nrollnwnt ha~ in,TPasl'd 
;,hout :mo p1•r ('('Ill. 
Although co!-.h an• elimhing 
for Nlul'al or!- in hot h l hi' privat1• 
and puhli<" ~l'dor.,, t hP imm1•-
diat ,. in flat ionar/ impact i" much 
har'ohPr on "tud<•nb in indeJwn-
d,·nt inst ii ution!-. wlwrl' tuition 
ridPs I and1•m ...., it h thP price levPI 
on its uphill l'limh. 
~Thl'M' considerations and 
the expectation of a general 
decline in the college age popula-
tion in the l 980's are partially 
responsible for the handing to-
gether of students and adminis-
trators in New York's private 
eollcges and universities in what 
might he described hy standards 
of the sixtil'!-. as an unheard of• 
alliancl' to grab for the hucks. 
.\fore Diplomas For State Dollars 
,Just what is the value of 
New York's independent educa-
tional institutions'! 
The Commission of Inde-
pendent Colleges and Univer-
~ities (CICU) says that New 
York's private institutions are 
mon• productive than SUNY 
dP~pitP lower enrollments and 
much ll'ss taxpayer support. 
CIClJ (pronounced "see -
k,•w") was formed in 1956 with 
t h1• l'X pressed purpose of seeking 
un<,urpassed academic quality in 
a <;yst1·m of education which is 
g1•nuinl'ly a<"ce!-.sible to all those 
11 ho d1·sir<· to participate in it 
and <"an ,·dueationally benefit 
from it. i\~ thP rPpresentative 
for about !cl l per cent of New 
York'~ inderwncknt institutions, 
( :[(:I 1 ~fll'!Hf<, thousands of dol-
lar~ p<·r y1·ar rt'!-.l•arehing the 
f11nding of hig-lwr edueation. 
Aecording to CICII figures, 
N<'w York'~ indPpl'ndent institu-
1 ton" acrnunt Pd for only 38. l per 
,·,·nl of llw ~tall'\ highl'f t•duea-
1 ion <·nrollrm•nt in thl' 1974 - 75 
~chool yPar. hut tlwy produced' 
;i:l pPr ,·ent of the state's 
hadll'lor'._, fi:i per cPnt of the 
... 1atp"., master's, 73 per cent of 
t lw "1 atp's doetoral, and 84 per 
cent of the state's first profes-
sional degrees. 
CICU has also pointed out 
that while it costs the state 
approsimately $16,000 to pro-
duce a bachelor's degree through 
SUNY, it cost the state only 
$ l ,880 to produce a bachelor's 
degree at a private institution. 
"We probably do educate a 
student more economically than 
a state school," said RIT's 
Director of Student Financial 
Aid, Richard Anderson. He 
noted that the full cost of an 
education at a public college is 
not apparent just by glancing at 
the tuition level because of the 
high degree of tax support. 
Of course the costs to 
students arc the mirror images 
of the costs to the state. 
According to CICU figures, the 
a vcragc tuition among New 
York's independent institutions 
jumped $200 this year to $2,900. 
RIT's tuition increased $161 to 
$1,898 (Reporter, April 2). 
SI INY tuitions totaled $750 for 
frpshmPn and sophomores, and 
$!JOO for junior and seniors. 
C:ICI 1\ survey has also indicated 
that. the avt'ragc tuitions at 
indq>l'ndent institutions have 
riq•n ra~tl'r over the past six 
~l'hool :,·pars than SlJNY tuitions. 
Rapping the TAP Gap 
Tlw stat l''s Tuition Assist-
an1·1· l'rogam (TAP) wJJ original-
ly propospd to reduce this gap 
hPt11p1•n NPw York's public and 
privat 1· tuitions. When appliPd, 
howPv<'r. the TAP formula act-
ually enlarges t hl' gap, ,1ccording 
to CH :1 1 !'resident Henry Paley's 
recent testimony before the New costs 4.2 times as much as 
York Board of Regents. David's tuition. 
TAP provides grants to "What is even more shock-
students in both the public and ing than the huge differential is 
private sector on the basis of the fact that the relative gap is 
income and financial need. TAP increased rather than decreased 
awards totaled $109 million for when TAP is applied. For 
the 1975 - 76 school year. Of example, if the twins' parents 
that, a total of $50:7 million was net taxable income is $8,000, 
awarded to students in New TAP will therefore provide $310 
York's private sector. RIT toward David's tuition at State 
students received a total of University and $910 towards 
$1,:311, 703 in TAP awards. Douglas' tuition .. .if we now look 
In his testimony, Mr. Paley at the ratio, we see that the gap 
cited an actual case involving : has grown. It was I to 4.2 before 
twin brothers: "One, Douglas TAP was applied, after TAP it is 
selected an independent institu- 1 to 4.8. 
I.ion. His brother, David, "Yet the purpose of the 
selected a unit of the State Tuition Assistance Law was to 
University of New York... reduce, not increase the tuition 
"The cost for Douglas' (pri- gap between government spon-
vatc) tuition this year is $3,775. sored and independent institu-
David's (state) tuition is $900, a lions." 
riiffcrential of $2,875. Dou las' continued on P!lge 11 
Photo by Frank Sellers 
<:;5.~~SRAT~ l-lAL.L.OW~~N, all day Sunday, October- 31st a.tour 3rd Annual Costume 
Dinner Parly It's an all day affa"ir from 2 PM to Midnight and (as always) features 50% off the price of all entrees 
for everyone ,n costume .. you're probably go,ng _to dress up anyway, so ihis i5 a good excuse to have a great dinVJer. 
A~ an e)(tra added attraction, the movies upstairs will 1nclu.de Boris )~arfoff, Peter Lorre, and wha-t 15 Hal/oweeri without Vince'rlt 
Pn~. Hease make udvance reservat1om for you. av,d your ghoul- and all your fn9hievi1ng friends. Ring 272-6484. 
TURE3ACK9 ~ PR~SE;;NTS T~E AUTUMN MENU 
Q) 
"" _c 
. ' -+--0 ~ 8 
Mousse of Chicken Liver in a Whole Apple I. 75 
A Serv,ce of Iced Shnmp (75~ each) 
Pigs Knuckles with Horseradish Sauce 2.50 
Fresh 'Golden Delicious" Apple Juice 
and Other Interesting Juices .75 
~OT APPfiTl~sRS 
Artichoke with Hollandaise 
Coquille St Jacques 3.75 
Quiche Lorraine I. 75 
1
Sp1nach and Feta Cheese in Greek Pastry 
1.75 
I 
~OUPS 
Jimmy Carter's Feanut Soup 1.25 
Cabooge and Potato Bor5eh 1.45 
Onion Soup with Calvados I 65 ~ 
SAtmAIJ~ 
-~ 
AS AN ACCOMPANIMENT 
Autumn Greens and Roquefort 1.95 
S ,nacn with Bean and Alfalfa 5prruts I ]5 
atercress arrl ~00\3ine with Yogurt Dtes$:ng I. 
SALADS 
AS A MAIN COURSE 
Robed'$ Waldorf Salad 3.85 
Salad Nicoise 4. 75 
.:, 
MEAT DIS~liS 
HambLArger on English MLlffin 2.50 
l',Ll'PU[V, Roquefort Cheeseburger 2.95 
rk Shishkabob with fresh S:luer kraut 5.95 
Roast Pnme Ribs of Beef 8.95 
Sirloin Steak (60c per ounce) 
-16 oz M,n,ml-'m-
I~ 
I ::::S 
I 
'! 
I 
, I 
,\ 
., 
.j 
'I 
continued from page JO 
To close the TAP gap Paley 
recommended that the maximum 
TAP award be raised from 
$1,500_ to $1,800. He also 
recommended that students 
coming from families with a 
taxable income of as high as 
$10,000 (up from $2,000) per year 
he eligible for the maximum 
award. 
The federal Government's 
Basic Economic Opportunity 
Grants (BF,OG's) are supposed to 
supplement New York's TAP, 
and they do, -to some extent, 
assist students in meeting the 
high costs at private institutions. 
RIT students received $368,894 
in REOG's during the 1975-76 
sehool y<'ar. 
Rut. what students don't 
know about BEOG will probably 
cost. them. A questionaire 
distributed to 1,121 freshmen at 
Broome Community College in 
I !}74 found that 55 per cent of 
1 lwm had never heard of BEOG 
and 22 p<'r cent believed that 
1 lw.v W<'r£' not eligible. The most 
common reason for not applying 
\\ a, tlw insignificant amount of 
aid that would he received. 
Loans Likely But Not Likeable 
A 1 !l75 survey of 1,000 
stal P !-.eholarship and grant reci-
piPnb in California and New 
York and 500 in New Jersey and 
I'l•nnsylvania got some intere·st-
ing results. Those students 
whos<' familil's incomes were less 
I han S 10,000 per year tended to 
n•(·pivl' up to 100 per cent more 
financial aid than those whose 
parl'nts l'arnl'd hetwet•n $10,000 
and $15,0()0. 
St udl'nt loans are oft.t•n the 
onl.v aid sources for students 
from middk incoml' farniliPs who 
1·nroll in l'Xpl'm,ivl' prival.t• insti-
lulion.., 11ithout lht• lwndits of 
l'il lwr /.\Tanh or scholarships. It 
j.., 110 11 orHh•r ." then that tht• 
lal').{1'"1 sotir<·es of aid for RIT 
..,I 11d<·nl" an· <.;t udent loan pro-
g-ram". 
f>P~pill' a strong distastt• for 
;1e1·11mulal ing- larg-l' dd1l!-., RIT 
..,, tHl<'nh horrowi-d $2,!i5) ,lj35 in 
..,I al I' and fl'<IPrall.v l{Uaranll'ed 
loans during the• 1975 · 7fi school 
year. That is nearly $900,000 
more than they received in TAP 
and BEOG combined. For many 
students it is a simple matter 
indeed: incur a large debt or go 
SlJNY. 
t.ionally countervailing forces. 
It was about one year ago 
that. RIT student represent.at ives 
h<"gan walking around the Col-
lt•ge Alumni Union with a four 
letter word on their lips: CICU. 
That. was about the time that 
CICU was introduced at RIT. 
That was also about the time that 
t.hesp same students were travel-
ing to Albany on weekends to 
apply the pressure for, most 
notably. increased student aid. 
It just so happens that this 
past. summer another group, the 
Independent. Student Coalition 
(ISC) appl',tn•d on thC' scene. 
Apparl'ntly a CICU offshoot., ISC 
n·1m·sents ·the students of the 
inrlc•pend<·nt st•ctor of New 
York\ cdueat.ion system. 
Alhan.v may never hl· thP 
..,a11w aft.Pr I h<' arrival of this 
organizal ion r<'JJresPnting nearly 
:mo.ooo ..,t udc•nt s. On(' of ISC's 
(•arliPst puhlie ~t.atcments sum-
nwd up ib members perceptions 
of t hl· urgency of their .mission: 
"It i.., !~C's position that every 
,I udl'nl must have the freedom 
Io choo~e his or her college 
11 it houl rPgard to financial hack-
l{round. But. without increased 
..,1 a IP aid. the independent col-
lq.!P" and universities will be 
l'lo!-.1·d lo all hut t.hl· rich; and 
11 ii h t hP loss of significant 
rlllmhPr~ of !-.t udPnts to thC' public 
"<'('tor. many oft hese institutions 
\\ ill rnllapsl' <•ntirl'I:,." Such an 
1·,Pnluality 11otI1d ht• a tragedy 
lor I lw peop)P of Nt•w York 
:-: I. I I I'. 
Sonw sl trdl'nt~ hav<• dC'-
l'idl'd t hal t h1• solution lo I.ht• 
prohlPm of n•!-.t riel t•d choin• of 
rnllPgP, is lo aetivl'ly promotP 
r111T1·a..,1•d financial aid for sl u-
d1·nl ~ \\ ho choose indept•ndent. 
1·11llq.~1·"· ThP admini!-.t.ralors of 
th1·~,· l'oll1·g1·~ find Ibis altilt1d<' 
;1111ong <.;I udPnl, harmoniou« with 
t lwir m111 goal!-. Tlw rl'~ull has 
h1·1·n a rat lwr rernarkahh· a) . 
liar11·<· lw111<·Pn lhl'Sl'.two tradi-
Who Cares? 
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redemption program, Coop 2000, 
and having the administratfon 
release tuition figures in Decem-
ber. 
A major theme voiced by the 
speakers at the rally was that 
self government through the 
Senate didn't become reality at 
Cornell until seven years ago, 
when the student unrest of the 
late 60's put enough pressure on 
the Board for them to respond to 
the demands for self governance. 
The message was that today's 
students would have to generate 
their own pressure to prevent 
the Board from severly curtailing 
their rights. 
One of the major problems 
at Cornell has been a cAisistently 
poor voter turnout for Senate 
elections, with only 40 percent of 
the student body voting last 
Spring. ThC"re arc also numerous 
faculty vacancies on governance 
committees which has caused the 
administration to question their 
cffl'ctiveness. One student ac-
tively involved with the Senate 
attributed the lack of participa-
tion to a lack of extra time on the 
part of most. people, since many 
facutly members arc actively 
involved in academic research. 
Last Spring President Cor-
son established the Chester 
Commission to evaluate the state 
of se1f governance at Cornell. In 
n•sponse lo the declining interest 
in governance participation, the 
commission recommended that 
·the Scnatt• be replaced with an 
Assembly and a system of 
campus affairs committees. 
The proposals suggested 
that the Assembly meet only five 
timPs Pach year, and that it have 
no IPgislativl' authority. The 
committ.t•Ps would make policy in 
their rP~pectivl' areas, with no 
dfl'ctive review by or affirma-
1 ivl' support from any other 
group. In an effort to havp the 
Chester Commission's recom-
mendations rejected several 
thousand students signed peti-
tions against it, along with two 
other petitions condemning _the 
Hoard's negative attitude to-
wards student participation in 
the st'lection of "community 
trustees" and representation on 
thC' Presidential Search Commit-
te. 
WhC'n the speeches at the 
Straight were over the crowd 
marched to the Administration 
building to present the petitions 
to President Corson, so that. he 
could forward them to the Hoard 
of Trustees. Corson was having 
lunch with the Executive Com-
mitteC" of the Board, however, 
and Viel' President for Campus 
Affairs Gurowitz met with thC' 
marchPrs instead. 
As Gurowitz accepted the 
J)('tit.ions hP promised that Cor-
son v. ould receive them and 
l'ommPnl.l'd, "ThP president has 
always bt•Pn committed to self 
govt•rnance." 
Annoyed hy the failure of 
Corson to meet them personally, 
the marchers dC'cided to go to thC' 
Statler Hot.el where the luncheon 
was taking placed. This termina-
ted with a small sit-in outside of 
the dining room which lasted for 
ovpr a half hour until Corson 
agreed to meet with four of the 
marchers. The meeting only 
last.Pd sPveral minutes and the 
four report.Pd that Corson as-
sured them that the Board would 
rPcl'ivc their petitions. 
The effect of the petitions on 
1.h<' Board seems to he in 
(jUl'!-.tion, hut their actions over 
I h<' past weekPnd brought dis-
<·ouraging news to students. 
The Ithacan, Oct. 28, 1976, page 11 
Two students appointed by the 
Senate to serve as trustees were 
allowed to hC'comc members of 
the Board. It. was made clear, 
howeVl'r, that they were there 
not as appointPes of the Senate, 
whil'h th(• Board refused to 
reeognizP, hut they were then• 
lweausP the Board members 
I hcmsdvPs thought they were 
qualified individuals. 
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By Marty Gould 
The team was C. W. Post, 
I he number one ranked school in 
Division III of the NCAA and the 
Jpading candidat<> for the Lam-
hPrt Bowl this y<'ar. They 
marched into Ithaca with an 
unblemished 6-0 record tucked 
under their arms and were 
confident of taking it home in the 
same condition. lJ nfortunately 
for the Pioneers, they forgot· to 
take into account the fact that 
they would have to play a 
football game against Ithaca 
College before claiming that 
seventh victory. 
C. W. Post never left Ithaca 
with that win. In fact, the only 
thing the Pioneers did leave with 
was a bad case of "bomberitis" 
and a slight ringing in their ears 
from all the punishment that was 
inflicted upon them. When it 
was over, Ithaca had crushed the 
once might kings of Division III, 
28-7 and left an indelible imprint 
on the minds of not only the Post 
squad, hut the 6000 parents and 
-;tui:lents who witnessed the 
purge as past of their Parents 
Weekend festivities. 
Ithaca wasted no time in 
unleashing their suddenly potent 
offensive attack. Early in the 
first quarter they marched 34 
yards in nine plays, capped with 
a one yard touchdown plunge by 
freshman fullback Matt Mees. 
Now with the crowd behind them 
Photo by Frank Sellers 
and the smell of upset in the air, 
the Bomber defense forced the 
first error of the ballgame, when 
linebacker Dan Daugherty re-
covered a Pioneer fumble on the 
Post 27 yard line. Six plays 
later, Dave Pitzer blastP.d his 
way over from the three to make 
it 14-0, Ilombers. 
The Pioneers were com-
pletely unnerved by this start-
ling series of events and lost 
their concentration on the field. 
Quarterback Ernie Prodromides 
muffed a snap from center and 
quickly found himself and the 
ball separated. While half the 
Bomber defense was hiaving 
Prodromides for lunch, tackle 
John Schiemann pounced on the 
loose ball and set the Bombers up 
for another possible score. This 
time, however, they stalled on 
the Post 15 and Steve Ferguson 
missed the ensuing try for a field 
goal. The rest of the haif was 
played in Post territory, with the 
Pioneers' defense being outma-
neuvered by the Bomber triple 
option and the Ithaca defense 
being. burned occasionally by the 
long passes of Prodromides. It 
was still 14-0 at the end of the 
half and one could see frustration 
building- up in the Pioneers, as 
well as cautious optimism in the 
Bombers. 
Ithaca came out flat in the 
second half, fumbling twice and 
cont. on page 13 
DANNY-YO 
SOFT FROZEN YOGURT 
by Dannon 
99% 
FAT FREE! • 
CUP 
OR 
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COLLEGETOWN ITHACA 
open 7 days 
Sun - Thurs: 7am - 2am .. 
Fri & Sat 24 HOURS! 
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By Pete Talbot 
A backflip! Yes, a backflip 
was Rick Eggleston's indication 
that the Bombers had knocked 
off the top team in Division III, 
C.W. Post. 
Rick,. who lists football as his 
first love, did not play organized 
ball until senior year at Ithaca 
High School. 
Rick says, "I wanted to play in 
junior high but my parents said 
no because I was too small." So 
he finally tried out and made the 
team his senior year. Rick was 
involved in only six plays that 
year. However, he recalls 
looking up to Dave Pitzer as a 
motivating force because of 
Dave's excellent ability. 
Rick has some talent of his 
own, possessing great speed and 
quickness. Add this to his Jove 
for tackling and hitting and you 
have an outstanding defensive 
back. 
He was not always a defen-
sive back however, playing split 
1 end on the Ithaca College junior 
varsity squad. Playing as a j.v. 
Rick was named honorary cap-
tain in the team's first game 
against Cornell. 
As a junior on the varsity 
squad, Rick was just waiting for 
his chance, always ready to go in 
if the need arose. This year he 
has tried to do his job and make 
things happen. Rick set the goal 
of "try to improve" for himself at 
the beginning of the season, and 
so far must be pleased with his 
development. ' 
Rick states, "loving the 
Photo by Larry Holland 
game ana waLcmng- 1L as early as 
second grade as the reason for 
his success- For a guy who came 
to Ithaca College with very little 
experience, as a senior, he may 
be this year's top candidate for 
All-American honors. 
This year Rick has earned 
"back of the week" recognition 
from the coaching staff several 
times, for his outstanding pla:Y. 
For his play in the Post game, 
Rick was named ECAC "player 
of the week." 
Against Post Rick intercep-
ted two passes, one which he ran 
back 58 yards for a touchdown. 
This feat he calls the greatest 
moment of his career. 
"He's an outstanding athlete 
and an intense competitor," 
commented Coach Jim Butter-
field. "He's also a very·coachable 
kid because of his excellent 
self-motivation." 
Speaking of the coaches Rick 
says, "I think highly of Coach 
Butterfield. I like his philosophy 
of tightness of the group and the 
family concept. I would say he's 
my favorite coach." 
Rick would like to go into 
football coaching someday and 
expresses a desire to work with 
next year's team in some capaci-
ty. "I think Coach Basler is very 
good also," Rick says. "He's got 
a great rapport with the guys, 
not to say the others don't, but 
he's just a great coach." 
He feels a dynasty has 
started in Ithaca College Foot-
ball. He feels next year's team 
will be even better than this 
year's squad. 
Continued on Page 1S 
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IC Boaters 
·I, iiaving Offensive w Oe§ 
By Reid Walmnrk 
Just as the Ithaca defense 
has found itself, the offense 
seems to have Jost itself. The 
Bombe.r. attack has failed to 
record any goals in their last 
three outings. Therefore, the 
Blue and Gold's record has 
slipped to a 2-9 mark. I.C.'s 
latest setback came this past 
Saturday on the road against 
R.P.I. 2-0. Yesterday, the 
Varsity soccer team faced R.I. T. 
in an away contest. · 
After the first four games, 
Ithaca was allowing four and a 
quarter goals per game. Since 
coach MacCormack has re-shuf-
fled his line-up, the Bomber 
defense has permitted two goals 
a game. Coinciding with this 
defensive improvement, though, 
the offense has shut down, only 
scoring a meager one goal per 
match. It shoud be pointed out, 
however, that the LC. attack has 
knocked heads with three stingy 
defensive clubs, including the 
nation's best defensive squad -
Hartwick. 
Saturday afternoon, R.P.I. 
caught the Blue and Gold nap-
ping at the start. Before the first 
t.wo minutes had concludt)d, 
Rensselear's Paul Mitchell sco-
red from inside the six-yard box. 
The goal resulted from a flurry of 
shots due to I.C.'s failure to 
control rebounds. At 11:49 Dom 
Stroud tallied on what appeared 
lo he an offsides play. Nonethe-
less, Dom received a 'through 
pass', raced nearly ten yards 
then slammed it between the 
posts. From that point on Ithaca 
and R.P.I. played an even 
contest. 
Sophomore, Donny Handler 
played well at sweeperback. 
Coach MacCormack also credited 
the hustiing play of Steve Cary 
at halfback. Steve has played 
standout soccer throughout the 
campaign and looms as a strong 
candidate to receive all-confe-
.. -
rence recognition in '76. 
Tomorrow the Bombers 
meet the University of Rochester 
in Rochester. Earlier in the 
season Rochester has been rated 
as an 'honorable mention' in the 
New York State Top 10. Coach 
MacCormack describes the U. of 
R. in more detail: "Rochester's 
offense isn't fast but they have 
good ball control." On South Hill 
in 1975 Ithaca lost a 2-1 decision 
to Rochester. 
On 'Election Day' the Blue 
and Gold close out their season in 
a game at Oswego State, origi-
nally scheduled to be played at 
Allen Field. The site was 
switched in order to give I.C. a 
fifth home game nex't year (most 
schools alternate locations on a 
yearly basis). Last year the two 
clubs drew 2-2 at Oswego. 
Recently Oswego State upended 
Brockport State, a perennial 
national Division III power. 
'JI' e ua, lTll,H,S IE rnda 
Seas@l!O, 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Tennis Team ended their season 
with an excellent record. They 
scored eight wins and lost to only 
two schools, St. Lawrence and 
Colgate. 
The doubles teams of Sue 
and Sally .Williams, and Marna 
Holmes and Kathy Warner re-
presented Ithaca College at the 
Easterns in New Paltz. On 
October 22nd and 23rd, the 
NY SAIA W tournament was 
held. Sue and Sally Williams 
again placed very well and the 
doubles team of Wendy Marks 
and Kathy Warner made it to the 
quarter-finals. Marna Holmes 
also advanced to the quarter 
finals in singles competition. 
Colgate is the team who 
gave I.C. a tough battle and they 
carried off the num~r 1 trophy 
for the state of New York. 
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Rick was born in Webster 
New York and moved to Lees-
burg Florida when he was three. 
At age eight his parents moved 
to Statesboro Georgia and one 
year later moved to Ithaca. The 
last move coming mainly because 
of his father's love of the 
outdoors. This love has carried 
over to Rick who credits his 
father with "exposing me to a 
wide range of activities.'' 
Bow-hunting and fishing are 
two hobbies Rick has, along with 
meeting and getting to know 
people. He feels friendships are 
very important to his life. 
"I look to see big things from 
my little brother Larry," Rick 
stated. Larry hopes to follow in 
his brother's footsteps as a 
football player. Even at the age 
of eleven Larry relfects Rick's 
dedication for the game, practi-
cing alone in his backyard. 
When friends are asked why 
he does things like flips down 
Seneca Street alonside cars they 
answer, "It's the Eggy thing to 
d " 0. 
To his friends and Coach 
Butterfield, he's "Eggy", to 
Coach Faulkner he's "Egg", to 
Coach Basler he's "Egghead" but 
to the rest of the college 
community he's number 37, 
defensive back Rick Eggleston. 
A good football player and a 
great person who "likes doing 
things to help people enjoy 
themselves." 
stalling on all their offensive 
drives. Post wasn't doing much 
better, dropping key passes, 
failing to gain important third 
· down yardage and generally not 
coordinating their attack. After 
an Ithaca interception, the Bom-
bers went on the march again, 
this time going 78 yards" in 13 
plays. It was Deave Pitzer ·who 
once more scored from two yards 
out to put the Bombers comforta-
bly ahead, 21-0. 
Going into the fourth quar-
ter, the game look'td complete, 
when with less than two minutes 
gone the Pioneers startled the 
Bombers and found a place on the 
scoreboard. Linebacker Bob 
Crimi blocked a Scott Billings 
punt and ran it 20 yards for the 
score. Only two touchdowns 
behind and with time on their 
side, the Pioneers dug in for 
what they hoped would be a last 
minute comeback. Halfway 
through the final period, Prodro-
mides set up and threw iong 
downfield for Art Squillante. 
Instead of hitting his receiver. 
though, Prodromides pitched a 
perfect pass to Bomber corner-
back Rick Eggleston, who turned 
the interception into a 59 yard 
TD run. With the final ounce of 
motivation removed from the 
Pioneer squad, the Bombers 
slammed the door shut on C. W. 
Trivia Quiz 
Post's ten game winning streak, 
their national ranking as number 
one and their undefeated season. 
The upset was complete. 
THE Bombers completely 
dominated the statistics, with 
Matt Mees and Dave Pitzer 
rushing for 209 yards. Frank 
Caufield was nearly flawless in 
his direction of the Bomber 
offense, keeping Post off balance 
with a mixture of punishing 
inside runs and lightning fast 
outsides moves. The Bomber 
defense held Post to 12 yards 
total rushing, while the Pioneer 
defense that has yielded less 
than five points a game going· 
into Saturday's game, gave up 
five times that amount to Ithaca. 
Rick Eggleston had two inter-
ceptions for Ithaca and Tony 
Marks had one. 
C.W. Post will probably still 
go to post season competition 
this year. Ithaca, despite this 
outstanding victory, has a 4-2-1 
record and will probably be 
regarded as a better football 
learn than the Bombers of 1976, 
but those 6000 fans and the 
Rombers themselves know the 
r<'al story. They were all 
witnesses to the upset and they'll 
never forget it! 
Next week the Bombers 
take on Hobart in Geneva, New 
York. Game time is at 1:30. 
BY Georae Goodman 
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QUESTION ONE: The Reds had 
17 extra base hits in the four 
game series. to break a record of 
16. Name the team that had 16 
extra-base hits in a four game 
series. 
QUESTION TWO: In Game 
Four, New York's Thurman 
Munson had four singles in a 
losing effort. Name the last 
player to get four singles in one 
game. 
Get the Regis spirit. 
Guys and Gals Perm 
A great together look for lively 
easycare hair that bounces 
back after fun or sun ... 
watch heads turn your way. 
Opening Perm Special 
$25.00 Value For Only $14.00 
(Includes Shampoo & Set) 
Manager Stylist 
Rita Malley 
Kyrlene Jonas 
Sheila Lurkendall 
Brenda Gowett 
Jo Ann Holley 
Phyllis Philip 
Sandy Joyner 
Dottie Drach 
Judy Dunn 
j 
f. 
QUESTION THREE: New 
York's third baseman Craig 
Nettles was involved in three 
double plays in the field to set a 
record in a four game series. 
Whose record did he break? 
<!UESTION FOUR: George 
Foster, Cincinnati"s left fielder, 
sPt a record by making 8 putouts 
in om• game. In 1973, a left 
fit>lder caught 7 flyballs in one 
game. Name that left fielder. 
OPENEVERYEVENING walk-ins welcome 
Mon.-Fri. 8AM-9 PM 
Sat. SAM~ ? 
R8G1S HABRS7/1fLJSTS 
PYRAMID MALL 
ITHACA 257-1233 
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B d.' oar,.,., 
I k·lt a Mu l)pJt:1 I National honor ~o('iety for 
H11,i11t·,.., Adrnini~tration) • .., one<' again taking 
norninal ion~ for fTk•rnh1·r..,hip int.o tht• local LC. 
d1apl1·r (l{ho Chapll-rl. StudpnL.., must. m'Ct 
..... v, Tai n·q111n·m1•nt.s: 
I. llaw a1 cn·dih in. Bw,irw<,.s,, Accounting, 
a11d J·:<"ononuc;,. 
2. I laVI' a :J.2 aV!'ragl' in Hu"im•<,.s,, Acctg. ;md 
l-'.nmonu1:,. 
:1. IJaw a :1.2 awrag<• overall. 
i\n_vom· int1·rt>~L1·d in hl'ing considered -;hould 
1·011l;u-l: Chu('k Rill'r. L;ruril' Wl'inger, or the 
I :1,~1111·..,_., Adminis,trat ion oflir<· no later tJmn 
Fridal', (ktobcr 2!). 
l'rol'P,,or JV1..u1.y BrownstPin will speak on 
"In 1pl iral ions, of the F:h'(;t.ions," ThUNlay. 
Nov1·1111w·r ·1, :i:00 pm in t.h1· l Jnion fx·Motfr Room, 
a, parl or I Ill' J>olil ir., I k•p;utrrx•nt S<·riPs of coffr>c 
1·011,Kfllla. OpPn lo ;~I. 
On Monday Nov. I, Carl Sag;m will give an 
11111..,1 rafA~I IP<'f un.• on I.hi' Viking <'xplorat.ion of 
,1L11·, al I ~Lil1•y ] Jail at ( ~>rm·II. Il\ al. 8 pm. Tlw 
I ii I,· of I Ill' i<"<'I 11n· •~ "Viking and Mars: An 
fl111,I rall"<I l.<"<·t tin·.'' 
Sagan i~ a pror<'..,."l>r of :L'itronomy :me! din.'<'IA>r 
of plam·I ,t rnli1·~ at ( ~,rm•II. 
There will be a second meeting of the newly 
formed Psychology Club on Monday, November 1 
at 7:30 pm in F 205. We will be discussing ideas for 
programs and activites of interest to the members. 
Any student interested in Psychology are 
(•ncouraged to allend. 
Extra University Courses Offered. 
Cours('s will he offered in Pottery and Yoga 
during the last part of this semester. Pottery will 
lw h('ld on Thursday nights and Yoga on 
W('dnp-;day nights. For more information on times, 
datl's and cour·s1• d(•scriptions see ,Jir:n Evans in the 
offil'<' of campus activites-soon!!! or call him at 
x:;1.rn. 
VOLUNTEER NEEDS IN ITHACA 
t:ENTRAL SCHOOL NEEDS: Volunteers to work 
with individual. intermediate students who need 
h<'lp with hasit· r<'ading skills. Volunteers will work 
undPr supervision of the support teacher and may 
rhoos(• Monday<; from 9 to 11 am or Tuesdays from 
I I am lo noon: Volunteers arc also needed to work 
with sm;1\l g-roups of advanced readOt's in the 2nd 
anrl 3rd grarl1·~ on any weekday morning. 
VOLllNTEEH DRIVING INSTRUCTOR NEED-
ED: To lwlp a young woman learn to drive, on any 
t•v1•ning or arn I irrw 1m w(•ckC'nds, in the downtown 
It.ha('a ar<'a. Tlll' voluntl'Pr would be asked to 
providl· t lw <-.11·, and t•xpenses would he reim-
hurst•1l. 
RAMI' NEEDS: Voluntt•t-rs with carp<'ntry, 
masonry. or p.11111 ing skills lo ht•lp elderly and low 
in('Ontt• fomili,·- \\ ilh simpl(• home repairs. Times 
and days t·o1tld h<· arrangl'd lo suit the volunteer. 
\'OLllNTAltY ACTION CENTER NEEDS: A 
volun1 l'('r typi~I who is inlerestt•d in learning about 
Jlurnan S(•rvin·, whil<' helping at the VAC office. 
An~' da~·. '1'111•:-d.i~· I hru Friday from 9 am to 1 pm. 
can lw arrangNI. 
For mon• information or an appointment to 
t~t·se~.any ot~(•r volunt.ary service •• pl_ al.I the 
VoluritarY, Act10n Center, :r2-9411~. ·. .· _thru 
Saturduy from 9 am ·to 1 'pin, · ; ... ,. LC. 
Community S1•rvice, 274-3311, Tuesday and 
Thursday from 9 to 10:30 am, or Wednesday, 1 to 3 
pm. 
~:; 0 1, • ' , , 'I , ~ ':. •, '~'"\I' 1' •' • ~,. ,• ~ 'I ' 
,, Happy Anniversary Vinnie 
l3 EULL __ . 
LUCKY 13 CARD,! We punch it 
every tinie you get a car wash or . 
a gas fill up. Free wash on your 
birthday. Gull Car Wash 740 
South Meadow· St. [Route 13 
South, entrance to WestonsJ. 
We're cleaning up down here! 
-
Baby shit, 
Happy b-day a little early . 
Mom 
Hey Amigo! 
~. Aunt Marie: The Yankees embarressed the 
American League! 
Thank you again for our 
!.pedal "celebration" dinner. 
Everything was really nice. I'm 
filling up my new mug tonight. 
It's been dry for awhile. 
""" 
, Thi!. one's for you. 
312. 
Dear Little Red Fart, 
3 women in need of another Congrats and thanx for one 
roomate after Dec. 15. One room year. Hopes for many more! 
in a house downtown. Call Beth Luv your, 
at 273-7687, Pomegranate 
J 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
ACROSS 
1 Farm bulld-
lng 
5 Where Banff 
is: Abbr. 
9 Subsequent 
1
14 Sickness 
15 Make with-
ered 
16 Carpenter's 
tool 
17 Circus at-
tractions: 2 
words 
19 Bird's claw 
20 Slur 
21 Legume 
23 Criterion 
24Slack mark 
27 In clean 
condition 
29 City------ , 
31 Takes a 
whiff 
35 Rold title to 
37 So. A1rlcan 
province 
39 Negotiate 
40Stone: 
Suffix 
42 Statutory 
44 Assam silk· 
. worm 
, 45 Ecclesiastic 
vestment 
1
47 Aluminum, 
for one 
, 49Lose 
moisture 
!50Yield 
'52 Estate 
transfer 
54 Essence of 
something 
56 Whoopee-
maker 
59 Cover with 
concrete 
62Channel 
64 Murder: 
Slang 
65 One of·the 
Horae 
67 Washing 
machine 
cycle: 2 
words 
70 Trim: Infor-
mal 
7 1 Principle 
72 Made a big 
tennis 
serve 
73 Plural pro-
noun 
7 4 Can. politi-
cian 
75Lower in 
rank 
DOWN 
1 Founded 
2 Nlmblo 
3Baslc 
4Requlred 
5Wood 
6 The lion 
7 Marbles 
BFirebug's 
work 
9Exactly 
suitable 
10 Motorist's 
concern: 2 
words 
· Puzzle Answers 
On Page ].5 
11 Piece of 
gossip 
12 Adam's 
grandson 
13 Occupy 
leased pre· 
· mises 
18Canary's 
relative 
22 Affirmative 
word 
25 Printing 
style: Abbr 
26 Venerated 
symbol 
28Busybug 
30Spread 
unchecked 
32Venomous 
viper 
33 Moderately 
good 
34Brace 
35 Swan genus 
36 Send a 
telegram 
38 Subsequently 
4 1 Nickel and 
iroo, i.e. 
43 Unsatisfactory 
46 Compass 
point 
48Meat Item 
51 Signature 
flourish 
53 Continued 
story 
55 Not spoken 
57 Letters 
58Grass 
stalks 
59 1 /2-quart 
60 Irish ex· 
clamallon 
61 Prevent 
authoritatively 
63 Stir 
66Hook and 
68Celtlcnep-
tune 
69 "Night and 
---" 
A lnzy wretch 
P.S. I murdured the blonde in 
Simeons. 
A female housemate needed as of 
Dec. 15. Good location down· 
town. Call 273-7687. 
Ski Davos Switzerland. J11Duary 
7-15. Swissair Student specw. 
$532 from New York City, 
including Air, hotel, tr11Dsfers 
and meals. Baker Ski Desk. Dial 
27BAKER 
FOR SALE: Lafayette model 
F990 Stereo headphones. Have 
great sound and are in excellent 
condition. Call Dave 273-7606. _ 
Panasonic 8 Track deck for sale. 
Good condition $50 with speak· 
1•n,. Call Tim x548. 
For Sale 
V. W. Bus · new brakes and 
tires, body in good shape, 1968 
rebuilt engine. Call 273-6579. 
Ask for Rick 
Apt. for Rent - $171 per month 
including utilities and garage. 
408 Stuart Ave. Available any 
time after Dec. 15. Call Rick at 
273-6579 
Women: seH defense course in 
Ithaca. Starts Nov. 2. 5 week 
session, classes Tues. and Thurs. 
4-5 pm. Professional black belt 
instructor. For information call 
387-5235 - $15. 
Phase Linear 700 watt. amp, 
mint condition with case, $525. 
Pha!>c Linear 4000 preamp, with 
expanders, noise reducers, S.Q., 
all functions checked and speced, 
mint condition, with case $475. 
:!72-f>480 
CAR FOR SALE-1971 MG-BGT 
23-30 M.P.G. Excellent Condi-
tion. Flawless inside and out. 
32,000 miles. No Snows. Sony 
FM cassette. Call X678 or 
273-9774. Rm. 411 West Tower. 
Best Offer. 
MG Midget for sale. 1969 in 
excellent condition. Yellow, roll 
bar, AM stereo cassette deck. 
Call Tom X723 or 273-9530. 
1972 Porsche 914. Mint condition 
Michelina 28-30 M.P.G. Priced 
to sell. 257-0038. 
The Stables Inn 
ll59~Rd. 2139'n5 
frhunrrsday TOP SIRWINSTEAK dinner ~triillll with tossed salad and garlic bread$3 /f2 Es 
-14'-- only mu~ 
ltlhiis ilimsday ei~c,·. L·· AUD1A9"' 
ifriday& . 
satuidaynight IS BACK! 
. . excellent female vocalist who features 
light rock a.-d country ·autic. 
'i ' 
' 
---
The Ithacan, Oct ·28, 1~6, page 15 
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continued from page S 
taught within a public school that 
had been named for Garrison. 
Ironically, this school, which has 
been n_!!med for Boston's leading 
fighter on behalf of black Eman-
cipation, has been--until the 
Federal Court decisions of the 
past two years--one of the most 
despised and wholly segregated 
school in the U.S. . 
One day within that school, I 
asked one hundred students if 
they knew something about the 
man for whom their schoo was 
named. Not one out of one 
hundred had the slightest notion 
of his views. 
All the more reason, then, 
that we establish, here and now, 
that what some people call the 
"Movement" is not something 
that began ten, twelve or fifteen 
years ago and died of weariness 
in 1972. The idea of permanent 
struggle in the cause of justice 
goes back, in this nation, to the 
women-organizers of the Mass-
achusetts mills, to Emma Gold-
man, Big Bill Haywood, Joe Hill, 
Woody Guthrie and their kin. It 
is essential not to let the T. V. 
networks, textbook corporations 
or intimidated School Boards cut 
away the roots of our· real 
heritage of struggle and revolt. 
The "Movement" of the Nineteen 
Sixties, certainly. is over in some 
special areas of public strife--but 
the struggle of decent people, 
organized to fight injustice, has 
been going on a long, long time. 
If young people have the stren-
gth and nerve, there is no reason 
why it can't go on forever. 
A second point is that the 
reckless statement, heard so 
often nowadays, that "kids are 
quiet in all sections of the 
nation," is, in literal terms NOT 
·-so. T'liave· visited 'now,· and 
talked at length with kids, at two 
or three hundred colleges and 
high schools in the past · five 
years. I have found students 
working hard for d0<'ent issues 
everywhere I went. In some 
cases, students are supporting 
the Farm Workers. In others, 
they are fighting for the rights of 
women. In others still, they 
fight to stand up in support of 
ethical teachers who have been 
suspended or expelled. 
The truth is not that stud-
ents are less active now than 
they. were back in 1964. The 
trut~ is--they are far m~re 
active, but in battles far less 
gradiose and less flamboyant, 
battles which call less for mas-
sive crowds and public demon-
strations than for demanding and 
consecutive cdmmitment. 
The press, of course, does 
not pay much attention to the 
details of less glamorous and 
unromantic struggles of the kind: 
partly out of lack of sheer 
"news-interest," partly too out of 
the fear th:i.t they will give the 
same. idea to others. 
This leads to one final point: 
· To a large degree, the press not 
only tells about the truth, but 
also makes it so. If T. V. keeps on 
saying that "the kids are quiet 
now," thousands of students 
start to say: "I guess it must be 
so. If TIME devotes a 
"mood on campus," as reporters 
like to say) isn't something long 
ago and far away, congealed in 
Heaven and decided on T. V. 
Editors in those big skyscraper 
buildings in New York don't 
know any more about "the 
student scene" than do the mice 
and squirrels in New Hampshire. 
The only people anywhere who 
know the student scene are those 
who are the student scene. If 
you are a student, then THAT 
SCENE IS YOU. 
-The "mood on campus" will 
be quiet if you want it to be 
quiet. If not, there are Jots of 
ways to turn a class, a school, a 
college or a nation inside out and 
upside down. It's up to you, but 
don't let people on the T.V. 
networks tell you now you feel. 
This is what they do when they 
report that students don't care 
any longer about right or wrong, 
but now are "doing their own 
thing." It it's true, we ought to 
look hard in the mirror one day 
soon. We'll see the face of 
someone we dislike. 
Bob Dylan told us, in a song 
most people in this nati~n still 
recall, that we don't need a disown the poor--betray our 
weatherman to let us know allies and those of ou'r brothers 
which way the wind is blow8ing. and our sisters who gav~ up their 
We don't need Walter Cronkkite lives for decent causes less than 
either. Ifwe do intend to give up ten years back--we do not have 
on our sense of right and the right to blame· it on 
wrong--betray the starving and mass-magazine or on T.V. 
ltlfllll!i:.::::c:::!l~----------r:::m:==i A~jATAC 
CiA.~ot·N 
[~E:STAt1RANT l 
· ARNOLD PRINTING: 
CORPORATION . 
:FOR·ALL YOUR· 
PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRES.S & OFFSET 
( 607) 272-7800 416.East.~13.t; St 
Fearlessly we take the bulJ 
bythehoms. 
Chinese·. American Food 
114 W. State Street 
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·\ 
cover-story, as they did a few 
years back, to something that 
they designate "The Cooling of 
America," thousands of students 
(understandably) respond1 by 
saying to each other: "Well, l_· 
guess we must be cooling down." 
If you elect to drink Schmidt's. we 
promise that all your grades will be A's. 
We promise to eliminate all classes before 11 o'clock. 
And furthermore. you'll never again be troubled by time 
C?n~umi~ homework, term papers and Schm,~d~~ 
similar stuff. .I~ 
The point is that it isn't true 
unless we want it to be true. If 
the editors of TIME attempt to 
tell us things are "cooling down," 
it's in our power to "hear things 
up"--and prove it isn't so. 
The student-scene (the 
· · · Stay tuned for "Schmidt's vs. 
Truth in Advertising'.' 
C SCHMIDT & SONS INC PHILA PA 
The beer that might make 
Philadelphia famous. 
1· 
Go .. T·. THE . ' ~ . . ~. . --.~. ~'"'' ~i~ ',:,~, .. ~:.· f ., • 
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HA TE COLLEGE LIFE 
FLUNKED THE MIDTERM 
GENERALLY FEELING ROTTEN 
THURSDAY NIGHT HANGOVER 
TEACHER'S OUT TO GET YOU 
CAN'T GET A DATE FOR THE WEEKEND 
WHAT AM I GONNA DO WHEN I GRADUATE 
BLUES? 
~ lLllll7t dozy§ 
4pmt c 9U7!7l dio1r1nerr @zmd <e([Jckttai~ 
9J "IP l!T{/]; c Jj_ 2 p l!Tl1l _ d rrin lk~ <llrn d ~ qJt mi dlEvvic he~ 
. ' 
. The Ithaca College Tower Club 
on the 14th -floor of the East Tower 
reservations for dinner appreciated: 274-3393, x3393 · 
